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ABSTRACT

Supramolecular chemistry is a vast multidisciplinary field with great potential and
application. It is driven by one simple concept, the self-assembly of small building blocks
into larger complex architectures without application of external force. This thesis
highlights previous applications of supramolecular chemistry in addition to new potential
properties and applications. Recently, the Shimizu group reported a self-assembled
benzophenone bis-urea macrocycle (host 1) that facilitated the selective oxidation of an
encapsulated alkene when UV-irradiated in an oxygen atmosphere to afford products that
are typically observed in radical mediated reactions.1 Surprisingly, the host displayed a
stable room temperature radical upon UV irradiation. It is not known if the host 1 radical
plays a role in the oxidation of the encapsulated guest. This thesis investigates the structure
and properties of host 1, a 15N labeled host and a urea protected derivative before and after
UV-irradiation through electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), IR, UV-vis, fluorescence,
and computational analysis.
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CHAPTER 1

SUPRAMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY: INTRODUCTION TO
CHEMISTRY BEYOND THE MOLECULE

1

1.1 Abstract

Supramolecular chemistry is a vast multidisciplinary field with great potential and
application. It is driven by one simple concept, the self-assembly of small building blocks
into larger complex architectures without application of external force. This chapter
discusses the non-covalent interactions that drive self-assembly and highlights how these
forces can be applied in supramolecular design. Supramolecular assemblies resulting from
van der waals forces, hydrogen bonding, and dative bonds are discussed. Simple
architectures are achieved from the assembly of two, three and four units forming dimers,
trimers and tetramers respectively. Assemblies that have application in guest
encapsulation, molecular recognition, and selective transformation are also highlighted.
These examples have inspired much of our current research. The Shimizu group utilizes
bis-urea macrocycles consisting of two ureas and two C-shaped spacers that predictably
assemble in columnar nanotubes through hydrogen bonding. These materials can be tuned
by modifying the C-shape spacers between the ureas. The examples discussed within this
chapter show applications of previously reported supramolecular complexes and highlights
the utility of tunable supramolecular assemblies with multiple applications such as bis-urea
macrocycle systems.
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1.2 Introduction
The assembly of small units into larger complexes is a process that has been studied
by scientists long before it was its own subdivision of chemistry. Self-assembly describes
the formation of discrete architectures from building blocks that can range in size from
atoms and molecules up to macroscopic units without help or guidance from an exterior
source.1 Early examples of assembly were typically observed in biological systems such as
the pairing of nucleotide bases and the interactions that dictate their assembly. It is well
known that nucleotide bases can interact with their complementary base pairs via hydrogen
bonding interactions.2,3 When these base pairs are included in a DNA backbone strand,
they cause the strand to hydrogen bond to a partner strand. The aryl stacking of these
hydrogen bonded base pairs then forms DNA with its classical double helix architecture
(Figure 1.1.). While it has been known for quite some time that smaller units can selfassemble into functional materials, the field of supramolecular chemistry wasn’t defined
until 1969 by Lehn as the “chemistry beyond the molecule”.4

Figure 1.1. (a) Guanine: Cytosine 3 point and Adenine: Thymine 2 point hydrogen bonding
interaction. (b) DNA helical assembly as dictated by base pair assembly motif.
3

The above biological example highlights the important key concept of the assembly
of smaller units into larger complexes via non-covalent interactions. What is particularly
interesting about non-covalent interactions is how the forces are capable of dictating the
assembly of small building blocks into large ordered complexes despite being weak
interactions. Non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, or ion
pairing have been used to build self-assembled structures from two or more monomers.5-7
The zipping of DNA also highlights how supramolecular assembly can be utilized in the
formation of large intricate systems without complex synthesis. The controlled selfassembly of small molecules with well-defined association properties is an easier and more
economical way than the direct synthesis of a similar complex covalent structure.8
The self-assembly process can occur without any external force to give
thermodynamically stable systems.9,10 This supramolecular process can occur between two
or more of the same type of molecule or govern the assembly of several different types of
molecules into an intricate ordered structure.

We will consider these systems more in

section 1.5. Biological systems can also form assemblies that are less thermodynamically
stable with help, in the form of chaperones etc.11,12 The environment in which assembly
occurs requires further consideration as it can compete with the forces that stabilize
supramolecular assemblies. Non-covalent bonds significantly depend on surrounding
conditions (e.g. polarity of the solvent, pH, temperature) giving the chance for external
control of self-assembly and de-assembly.8 These processes can occur on the atomic,
molecular or macromolecular scale. Even children have experiences with these processes,
as soap bubbles are an example of self-assembling molecules. Unfortunately, there does
not seem to be a universal set of rules that governs self-assembly over the entire atomic to
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macromolar length scale. There are however general guidelines for molecular selfassembly based off of our understanding of the weak intermolecular forces that drive
supramolecular assembly, which is of primary importance to this project.13-16
In section 1.3, we will discuss the typical strength of these weak interactions and
how they are influenced by solvent and environment. By understanding both how these
forces can govern self-assembly and the conditions in which they are optimal,
supramolecular chemists can begin to employ weak noncovalent interactions in the
construction of supramolecular compounds to afford functional materials.17 Size, shape,
physical properties, and the strength of the intermolecular forces by which individual
building blocks interact also requires significant consideration. Despite the challenges,
many supramolecular assemblies with beautiful architectures have been reported in the
literature from small dimeric capsules with cavities 420 Å3 to large supramolecular
polymers with 1.9 x 10-3mol repeat units.18,19 This chapter will focus on the factors that
guide self-assembly and discusses a handful of simple, small supramolecular complexes.

1.3. Strength of Intermolecular Interactions
Intermolecular forces and covalent bonds can both be used to hold groups of atoms
together, but they differ in character and strength. A typical covalent bond involves the
sharing of electrons between adjacent atoms and is generally much stronger than the
intermolecular forces by which supramolecular assembly occurs apart from ionic forces.
Strengths of covalent bonds range from 57 kcal/mol for a typical C-I bond to 200 kcal/mol
for a C-C triple bond. To understand how weaker intermolecular forces govern assembly,
it is important to understand their strengths and the patterns by which they interact.
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Similarly, supramolecular interactions also differ in strength from strong metal ligand
interactions, ranging from 10-30 kcal/mol, to hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals forces,
which can be very weak for atoms and small molecules (>1kcal/mol) or near zero for
hydrogen bonds in water. To obtain stable supramolecular complexes from these forces we
must understand their strength and additivity, directional nature and the optimal conditions
under which these forces function. With a good understanding of these factors, we can
employ noncovalent interactions to design functional self-assembling materials.
Of all the intermolecular forces, van der Waals are the most common and exist
between any interacting chemical species. These forces are driven by induced electrical
interactions between two or more chemical species that are within close proximity (Figure
1.2a).6 Despite these forces being individually weak, they are additive and can be quite
strong between large linear molecules which can fit together well. The strength of these
forces are highly dependent on the overlap of interacting molecules. This trend can be seen
through comparison of boiling points between butane (b.p = -1 ºC) and 2-methylpropane
(b.p = -11.7ºC) versus n-dodecane (214-218 ºC). The branching caused by the methyl group
in 2-methylpropane (Figure 1.2c), when compared to butane (Figure 1.2b), reduces overlap
resulting in less induced electrical interactions with adjacent molecules. The additive
nature of van der Waals forces is also obvious when considering n-dodecane. The long
linear structure of this molecule allows for overlap resulting in significant induced
electrical interactions, which is demonstrated through its high boiling point. One important
characteristic of this force, from a supramolecular chemist’s point of view, is the lack of
directionality. Designs that rely on this force must accommodate shape selectivity and fit.

6

Van der Waals forces contribute towards assembly of many supramolecular systems and
are compatible with many other intermolecular forces that display directional character.

Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic representation of van der Waals forces. Space filling models of
(b) n-butane, (c) 2-methylpropane, and (d) n-dodecane that highlight differences in overlap
that contribute to the induced electrical interactions
Hydrogen bonds play an important role in supramolecular chemistry. They are
characterized by an electrostatic attraction between hydrogens bound to an electronegative
atom (typically N, O, F, S) also called a hydrogen bond donor (X-H) and a lone pair of an
electronegative atom in close proximity, which is often referred to as the hydrogen bond
acceptor (X:). The strengths of hydrogen bonds are generally correlated with the acidity
of the hydrogen bond donor and basicity of the hydrogen bond acceptor.16 Therefore the
hydrogen bond donors range from strong donors such as F-H and O-H to extremely poor
donors such as C-H. Conversely, acceptors with strong negative character make the best
hydrogen bond acceptors (-OH > -COO- > H2O > C-F). Hydrogen bonds are also dependent
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on the surrounding environment. For example, individual hydrogen bonds are stronger in
the gas phase or in non-polar solvents (5-40 kcal/mol) than they are in solvents, such as
water, that compete for hydrogen bonds (0 kcal/mol).16
An important property of hydrogen bonding is its directionality, which makes it
particularly useful for the supramolecular chemist. Angles of single hydrogen bonds range
from linear (180ºC), as seen in HCN---HF, to trigonal planar (120ºC) for H2CO---HF
(Figure 1.3).13 The angular geometry of hydrogen bonds can be distorted with minimal
external force so linear hydrogen bonds must be characterized under conditions that
minimize these forces. Therefore, HCN---HF hydrogen bonds were characterized under
low pressure in the gas phase using rotational spectroscopy.13 Molecules that utilize
multiple hydrogen bonds, such as carboxylic acid dimers, have been observed through
crystallography. As demonstrated by Takwale et. al., p-toluic acid crystal analysis shows
the simultaneous hydrogen donor and acceptor character of carboxylic acids resulting in
planar dimers consisting of oppositely oriented acids (Figure 1.3c).20 Hydrogen bonding
interactions can vary further when considering molecules with hydrogen bonding donors
and acceptors on opposite sides of the molecule. For example, ureas interact with each
other through a three point bifurcated hydrogen bonding motif.21 Directionality of
hydrogen bonding is especially relevant during the design stage of supramolecular
chemistry because hydrogen bonds govern assembly in a predictable manner. So far, the
vast majority of self-assembling systems incorporate some hydrogen bonds interactions
due to their directionality and specificity.13
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Figure 1.3. Hydrogen bonding interactions vary in their geometry as seen with (a) the
linear geometry exemplified by HCH---HF, (b) trigonal planar by H2CO---HF,
(c)carboxylic acid dimer of p-tolueic acid, and (d) the three centered interactions of ureas.

Dipole-dipole interactions are also common in supramolecular chemistry. When
there is an unequal sharing of electrons between atoms, the molecule will possess both
partial positive and partial negative regions resulting in a molecule that expresses a
dipole.22 Upon orientation of a partial positive region of one molecule to partial negative
regions of another, an attractive interaction exists (Figure 1.4a). This electrostatic
interaction falls off with distance. Dipole-dipole strengths typically range from 1-20
kcal/mol. For example, propanone dimers are stabilized by a dipole-dipole interaction that
is 5.25 kcal/mol strong (Figure1.4b).23 Because this force is dependent on dipole
orientation, they are directional and useful during the design step in supramolecular
chemistry.

Figure 1.4. (a) Schematic representation of dipole-dipole attractive interactions. (b)
Interaction and orientation between 2-propanone molecules via dipole-dipole forces.
9

Aromatic stacking interactions are attractive noncovalent interactions that exist
between aromatic rings. The attractive force is a result of quadrupole interactions between
delocalized electrons in p-orbitals.24 Consider one of the simplest aromatic compounds,
benzene. While benzene does not display a dipole moment, it does have a quadrapole
moment.25 In other words, benzene can be viewed as a charge sandwich where the middle
has positive character while the top and bottom have negative character. Upon interaction
with another aromatic ring, these charges are displaced resulting in an induced dipole.
Aromatic stacking interactions can be seen in sandwich, edge-to-face, and staggered
orientations (Figure 1.5). There is ongoing debate about the nature of these interactions
and their relative geometry and strengths.26
Aromatic interactions are believed to arise from multiple attractive and repulsive
interactions including intermolecular forces such as van der Waals, hydrophobic
interactions, and electrostatic interactions.27 More recent literature argues that electron
substituent effects play a major role in aromatic interaction.28 This can be seen since certain
orientations can be favored when considering how the quadrapolar moment varies with
aromatic functionality. Dougherty et. al. demonstrated through Hartree-Fock calculations
that benzene and hexafluorobenzene adopts a sandwich conformation that is stabilizing by
approximately 3.7 kcal/mol (Figure 1.5a).29 Due to the electronegative nature of fluorine
and their location in the plane of the molecule, significant negative character lies in the
center of the charge sandwich. This allows for a stable sandwich conformation between
hexafluorobenzene and benzene.
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Edge-to-face aromatic interactions were first observed by Cox et. al. through single
crystal analysis of benzene (Figure 1.5b).30 These types of interactions are especially
important in peptides and proteins because they greatly influence the folding of peptide
chains and the resulting protein conformations.31,32 For the simple benzene-benzene edgeto-face interaction, Spirko determined this interaction to be stabilizing by 1.7 kcal/mol
using nonempirical modeling (NEMO) studies.33 Staggered aromatic interactions of two
benzene units have also been by studied (Figure 1.5c). Spirko, using NEMO studies,
reported that staggered aromatic interactions are stabilizing by 1.2 kcal/mol for two
interacting benzene units.33 Even though aromatic interactions manifest in various
orientations that provide different amounts of stability, aromatic stacking, similar to
hydrogen bonding, provides ample opportunity for control over supramolecular assembly.

Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of (a) hexafluorobenzene-benzene adopting a
sandwich conformation, (b) benzene-benzene in an edge-to-face conformation, and (c)
benzene-benzene in a staggered conformation.
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Ionic interactions are stronger than the other interactions presented so far and can
be as strong as 60 kcal/mol for NaCl as measured through activity coefficient
calculations.34 They are characterized by a charged ion interacting with either a molecule
that expresses a dipole or another oppositely charged ion. As seen in Figure 1.6b, an
example of an ion-dipole interaction can be seen between positively charged sodium and
the partially negative region of water’s dipole.35 This is different than the stronger ion-ion
interaction that is characterized by two oppositely charged ions that are bound together
(Figure 1.6a). While these forces are particularly strong, their strength is largely dependent
on environment. Solvents with significant Lewis acid or base character can interact with
ions in solution causing competition between ion-ion and ion-dipole interactions.36
Solvents that possess hydrogen bonding, such as water and ethanol, are particularly good
at stabilizing ions, making the ion-dipole interaction more favorable. Despite this, the
competition provided by certain solvents provides the benefit of reversibility for ion
interactions. This means that under certain solvents, these strong ionic interactions can be
switched from free ions to ionic bonds. Since these interactions are similar in strength to
covalent bonds but are easily reversible, they are widely used in supramolecular assembly.

Figure 1.6. Schematic representation of (a) ion-ion interactions of NaCl and CaCO3 salts
and (b) ion-dipole interaction between water and sodium ions.
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Metal-ligand interactions describe the coordination of metals to ligands by the
donation of two electrons in the formation of a dative bond. These bonds range from 60190 kcal/mol but are reversible at higher temperatures. The use of metal-ligand interactions
provides two major advantages. Metal-ligand dative bonds are thermodynamically strong
interactions but also have varying degrees of lability that allows for a range of kinetic
stabilities. Also, transition metal ions often have specific geometric requirements in their
coordination sphere, which gives supramolecular chemists some control over shape and
assembly.37 Their strong stability usually means that when they are employed for
supramolecular assembly, the assembly is carried out at higher temperature, where these
bonds are ‘reversible’ to get the thermodynamic product. It is important to mention that
thermodynamic stability is a function of change in free energy while kinetic stability is a
function of rate of reaction. The necessity for elevated temperatures to control dative bonds
has previously been observed in metal-organic framework (MOF) design and assembly.
For example, Fischer required diethylformamide heated to 60 ºC to facilitate nucleation of
a Zn4O(bdc)3 MOF (bdc = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate).38 In another example, Chang
required microwave irradiation at 220 ºC to selectively grow one of a possible two
architectures; a tetragonal [Ni22(C5H6O4)20(OH)4(H2O)10] •38 H2O MOF (C5H6O4 =
glutarate).39 The interactions that dictate the assembly of the mentioned MOFs have been
highlighted in Figure 1.7. Metal-ligand interactions are highly used in supramolecular
chemistry due to their strength, geometry, and reversibility.
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Figure 1.7. Representation of the (a) zinc-oxygen framework seen in Fisher’s MOF and
the (b) nickel-oxygen octahedral seen in Chang’s MOF.

1.4. Building Block Requirements
In order for self-assembly to occur, individual building blocks must be matched to
one other in both shape and size and contain complementary functional groups to form the
non-covalent interactions just discussed. The lock and key model, as demonstrated by
enzyme and substrate, provides a good analogy for understanding how size and shape
influences the interactions between building blocks (Figure 1.8). In 1894, Fischer described
this model as a complementary steric interaction between enzyme and substrate.40 In other
words, the size, shape and position of the binding sites within the active site are ideal for
specific substrate recognition. Supramolecular assembly is similar in that complexes can
only be formed from building blocks that have size and shape compatibility. The fit
provides the foundation by which weak intermolecular forces can govern the self-assembly
of individual building blocks into ordered supramolecular complexes.
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Figure 1.8. (a) Lock and key model demonstrated by substrate and size/shape specific
enzyme active site and (b) schematic representation of assembly of complementary
building blocks.
As mentioned previously, building blocks self-assemble as a result of non-covalent
intermolecular interactions. Understanding these interactions is essential in the design of
building blocks that assemble into supramolecular complexes. There are three important
factors to consider about the forces that govern assembly: (1) strength; (2) reversibility;
and (3) directionality. As highlighted earlier, the strengths of many non-covalent
interactions used by supramolecular chemists are generally much weaker ranging from >
1 kcal/mol for dispersion forces, to 5-10 kcal/mol for a hydrogen bond, to 60 kcal/mol for
an ion-ion interaction to 190 kcal/mol for metal-ligand interaction. Despite many of these
interactions being individually weak, they are very capable of governing self-assembly,
especially, when they work in tandem with one another. For example, Meijer and coworkers were able to develop supramolecular polymers that assemble through extensive
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hydrophobic interactions in combination with hydrogen bonding (Figure 1.9).41 In this
particular example, ureidotriazine building blocks bind through a 4-point hydrogen
bonding interaction to adjacent building blocks. The association constant was estimated
through 1H-NMR integration studies, using varying concentration of monomer, as Kass=
2x104 M-1 in chloroform.42 This example highlights how multiple intermolecular forces can
be applied in the design of supramolecular complexes that adopt unique architectures, such
as a chiral helical structure (Figure 1.9b). Many other supramolecular complexes that
assemble through additive and cooperative non-covalent interactions have also been
reported in the literature that have applications in gel design,43 organic semiconductors,44
and theranostics.45

Figure 1.9. Meijer’s (a) ureidotriazine building blocks that assemble through a 4-point
hydrogen bonding and solvophobic assembly motif into (b) chiral helical like complexes.
We will now consider the reversible process that guides the formation of a single
thermodynamically more stable product while sampling many other less stable
intermediates.

In a covalent synthesis, bond formation is generally irreversible and

attributed to enthalpy and kinetic stability of the product. Supramolecular assembly is
different in that complexes are constantly equilibrating to balance enthalpy and entropy.
This quality gives supramolecular complexes a very big advantage: reversibility.
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Reversibility of self-assembly allows an improperly formed assembly or mismatch of
subunits to be eliminated from the final structure through self-correction.46 In other words,
supramolecular materials have “self-healing” properties and generally adopt the most
thermodynamically favorable conformation. However, this reversibility of non-covalent
bonds is also the main weakness of at least artificial self-assembled structures.14
Supramolecular assemblies may be quite sensitive to their environment and factors such as
temperature, solvent, and pH greatly influence assembly. While intricate architectures can
be achieved through assembly, they can undergo the reverse process and disassemble. A
non-covalent synthesis provides the challenge of manipulating multiple equilibria in
supramolecular design and synthesis. In order to effectively design supramolecular
systems, one must understand how intermolecular forces influence the geometry and
orientation of building blocks during the assembly process in addition to the strengths and
optimal conditions for these forces.
In addition to the strength, the directionality of intermolecular forces guides the
intricate self-assembled secondary and tertiary structures. Just like covalent bonds, where
the electrons are shared between adjacent atoms, intermolecular forces are directional in
how they interact. When designing building blocks, directionality must be considered in
order to access specific supramolecular architectures. Not all of the previously discussed
non-covalent interactions are constrained to specific geometries and orientations otherwise
called directional interactions. For example, although molecules that interact via dipoledipole forces tend to align the positive and negative ends of the dipole towards each other,
there are many geometrical alignments that can satisfy these conditions and they do not
specify a single lowest energy orientation. For example Figure 1.10 shows a simple oval
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species with a dipole could be ordered in several geometries within a single plane including
sandwiched or staggered orientations. Additionally, non-planar and even perpendicular
geometries are also possible. Directional forces are particularly useful since geometric and
spatial control of interacting species can be optimized.47 In addition to directionality, the
surrounding environment must provide conditions by which these intermolecular forces
are capable of interacting. The remainder of this chapter focuses on supramolecular
complexes that have been reported as a result of directional intermolecular forces between
building blocks.

Figure 1.10. Schematic representation of how dipole-dipole interactions can influence
supramolecular assembly into (a) sandwich and (b) staggered conformations.
Perpendicular geometries are also possible.

1.5. Examples of Supramolecular Assembly
Many supramolecular complexes have been prepared with unique shape, size and
functionality for applications in chemistry, biology, material science and electronics.
Indeed, one goal of supramolecular chemistry is to develop “intelligent” materials with
tailor-made properties that change and adapt themselves in response to the surroundings.46
Supramolecular assemblies have been achieved with various degrees of assembly ranging
from homodimers, heterodimers, and trimers all the way up to oligomers and
18

supramolecular polymers with complex architectures. It is impossible to talk about all of
the previously reported supramolecular complexes but we will highlight a series of
assemblies that differ in size, shape, degree of assembly, and complexity of architecture.
The remainder of this chapter discusses supramolecular assemblies with architectures as
simple as dimers to more complex architectures such as nanotubes.
Let us consider the simplest supramolecular assembly motif the homodimer, which
is characterized by the assembly of two identical building blocks to afford supramolecular
complexes that can be a velcraplex, sphere, or a cylinder.48-50 For example, Cram reported
the assembly of two identical porphyrin like rings that interact via dipole-dipole, van der
Waal’s, and solvophobic interactions in the formation of dimers. This type of assembly
was defined as velcraplexes (Figure 1.11).48 What is particularly interesting about this
system is how its assembly motif displays host: guest character. Each porphyrin like ring
contains two protruding methyl groups that bind to methyl sized cavities of adjacent rings.
Assembly of these rings was facilitated in polar solvents with ΔG values for dimer
formation varying greatly from 1 to 9 kcal/mol.
Supramolecular dimerization has also been applied in the design of dimeric cavities
capable of guest encapsulation. Figure 1.11b shows a supramolecular dimer, designed by
Rebek that assembles through a belt of eight bifurcated hydrogen bonds to form a
cylindrical capsule. This capsule possesses a tapered cavity with polar character of 420 Å3
capable of binding a variety of guests.49 The walls of the cylindrical confinement also
provide a physical barrier that temporarily isolates guest molecules from the outside
environment. Other supramolecular capsules capable of shielding guest molecules from the
surrounding environment have been developed that can bind guests, alter their
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conformation, absorption or emission properties and even modulate their reactivity.50
Ramamurthy designed a water soluble deep cavity (Figure 1.11c), based off of Gibb’s octa
acid design, capable of assembling via templation in the presence of a suitable guest or
guests.51 Just as Rebek’s system protects the encapsulated molecule from the surrounding
environment, Ramamurthy’s complex protects the templating guest or guests from the
surrounding aqueous environment. In addition to providing protection, this capsule is also
a confined nanoscale reactor that can facilitate selective reactions upon its guests. Within
this cavity, the excited-state behavior and reactivity of eight different α-alkyl dibenzyl
ketones was studied. Upon irradiation in hexane or buffer solution, each of these ketones
is known to undergo type 1 Norrish reactions. These reactions are characterized by
cleavage of aldehydes or ketones into two radical intermediates upon irradiation. These
radical intermediates can yield a mixture of products. However, upon inclusion within
Gibb’s eggshell followed by subsequent irradiation, reactants underwent processes such as
type 2 Norrish reactions and ketone rearrangement. This example highlights how inclusion
within a nanoreactor with defined properties can greatly influence reactivity resulting in
products not typically seen from bulk solution reactions.
Supramolecular systems consisting of more than two building blocks have also
been reported. For example, Wasielewski designed a supramolecular trimer complex
consisting of 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) and chlorophyll (Ch1) trefoils that
assemble via metal ligand interactions (Figure 1.12a).52 DABCO has previously been used
to assemble a wide variety of supramolecular porphyrin systems, in which metal-ligand
binding between two porphyrin metal centers and the two nitrogens of one DABCO
molecule generate dimeric sandwiches.53,54 This system assembles in a similar manner.
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Two porphyrin moieties from one building block form dative bonds with zinc within the
chlorophyll group to connect with adjacent building blocks to form a supramolecular trimer
with a hexagonal geometry. This assembly is also being studied for light harvesting
capabilities and facilitates dual singlet-singlet annihilation energy transfer processes that
suggest two separate time scale energy transfers within the molecule.52

Figure 1.11. (a) Cram’s supramolecular dimer that assembles through binding of methyl
groups on adjacent rings (b) Rebek’s supramolecular dimeric capsule that assembles
through a bifurcated hydrogen bonded motif. (c) Gibbs octa acid dimer used by
Ramamurthy as a nanoscale supramolecular capsule.
*Permission to reprint for the above figures granted by John Wiley and Sons
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Supramolecular assemblies consisting of more than three building blocks have also
been reported. For example, Fujita’s hollow supramolecular tetramer (Figure 1.12b)
consisting of four pyridyl ligands assembled through six palladium metal ions results in an
octahedral cage like structure.55 The large empty space is capable of encapsulating a
handful of guest molecules, specifically four adamantly carboxylate ions. This complex
has also been applied in the acceleration of room temperature Diels-Alder reactions.56 The
confined space of this octahedral cage promotes the stereoselectivity of reactions that occur
within its confined space. This example highlights one of the major goals sought after by
supramolecular complexes, the design of a confined reaction environment capable of
facilitating selective reactions. Supramolecular assemblies resulting from higher degrees
of assembly, such as pentamers57 and hexamers,58 have also been reported, but are beyond
the scope of this chapter.

Figure 1.12. (a) Wasielewski’s DABCO chlorophyll trimer and (b) Fujita’s tetrameric cage
*Permission to reprint granted by John Wiley and Sons
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1.6 Supramolecular Polymers
Supramolecular chemistry is a multidisciplinary field that embodies expertise from
many different areas such as polymer chemistry. Supramolecular polymers, which are
polymers held together by directional and reversible secondary interactions (Figure 1.13b),
have led to supramolecular complexes with quite intriguing architectures. In 2001, Lehn
proposed the following definition for these systems: Supramolecular polymers are defined
as polymeric arrays of monomeric units that are brought together by reversible and highly
directional secondary interactions, resulting in polymeric properties in dilute and
concentrated solutions, as well as in the bulk. The monomeric units of the supramolecular
polymers themselves do not possess a repetition of chemical fragments. The directionality
and strength of the supramolecular bonding are important features of systems that can be
regarded as polymers and that behave according to well established theories of polymer
physics.59 Complexes with as low as 20 repeat units have been reported in the literature as
a supramolecular polymer.60 Degree of polymerization for supramolecular polymers is
completely dependent on the relationship between strength of the association constant and
concentration of the monomer. One strategy to ensure that the association constant between
monomers is strong enough for polymerization is to utilize a strong assembly motif, such
as one based off of pyridyl and carboxylic acid interaction. Coleman utilized this
interaction in the design of a poly(ethylene-co-methacrylic acid) poly(2-vinylpyridine)
copolymer and valued the association constant at Ka = 500 M-1.61 The field in which
supramolecular chemistry and polymer science meet has developed into a vast area of
research; ranging from the study of interacting biomacromolecules, such as DNA and
proteins, to the self-assembly of large synthetic molecules into well-defined architectures.59
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Figure 1.13. Schematic representations of (a) covalent polymers and (b) supramolecular
polymers
Supramolecular polymers are especially interesting because they have been used in
the design of supramolecular complexes that adopt quite complex architectures.
Helixes,62,63 nanorods,64 and nanotubes65,66 have all been reported. Hollow nanotubular
assemblies are of particular interest and have inspired much of our current work. They
have potential applications in inclusion chemistry, catalysis, molecular electronics and
molecular separation technology.62-66 These structures can be accessed supramolecularly
through the assembly of cyclic peptides via ß-sheetlike hydrogen-bonding patterns.67 This
strategy was first recognized in 1974 by De Santis et. al. through ring-stacking of
heterochiral cyclic peptides.68

De-Santis describes macrocyclic polypeptide building

blocks that consists of L,D alternating peptides in which the C=O and N-H from the amide
groups are facing in opposite directions (Figure 1.14). Hydrogen bonding through these
opposite facing functional groups drives the assembly of these macrocyclic polypeptides
into hollow nanotubular structures.
This strategy was also applied by Ghadiri through the self-assembly of cyclic
peptide building blocks into nanotubes.69,70 Ghadiri’s macrocyclic building block design
consists of an eight-residue cyclic peptide with the following sequence: cyclo [-(D-AlaGle-D-Ala-Gln)2]. The eight-residue building block can adopt a low energy ring-shaped
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flat conformation in which the backbone amide functionalities lie approximately
perpendicular to the plane of the structure. The perpendicular orientation of the amide
functionalities is ideal for hydrogen bonded guided assembly into hollow nanotubular
assemblies. Assembly of these macrocycles could be triggered by controlled acidification
of a basic solution of the peptide building blocks to afford nanotubular assembly.
Temperature studies in chloroform gave an estimated association constant of ~2500 M-1.70

Figure 1.14. Schematic representation of (a) DeSantis’ cyclic building block consisting of
alternating D and L peptides and (b) Ghadiri’s cyclic alternating polypeptide consisting of
8 peptides that assemble into hollow nanotubular complexes

1.7. Bis-Urea Based Supramolecular Oligomers and Polymers
The predictable manner in which amide functional groups hydrogen bond is an
effective tool, as just demonstrated, towards the design of supramolecular complexes.
Other functional groups, such as urea, also possess predictable hydrogen bonding
tendencies. Ureas are known to form head-to-tail arrays based on 3-center hydrogen bonds
from the NH’s of one urea to the carbonyl oxygen of an adjacent urea.71,72 Urea N-H groups
and urea oxygens are also great hydrogen bond donors and hydrogen bond acceptors which
is demonstrated by their α and ß values (α = 3.0, ß = 8.2).73 Given their strong and
directional assembly, it is not surprising that ureas have been incorporated into many kinds
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of supramolecular building blocks and used for the formation of tapes, helixes, columns,
ribbons etc.
One area of research that bis-urea functionality has received attention in is
supramolecular oligomer and polymer design. For example, Zimmerman designed a
soluble ureido-napthyridine oligomer that assembles via an eight point hydrogen bonding
network where ureas act as hydrogen bond donors (Figure 1.15a). The association constant
of hydrogen bonding assembly motif was experimentally calculated through NMR dilution
studies in 1:9 δ6-DMSO : CDCl3 to be Ka > 4.5 x 105 M-1.74 This example highlights how
the low solubility of urea can cause problems when trying to obtain urea driven
supramolecular assembly. The ureido-napthyridine building blocks were modified with
functional groups, such as tosyl, that promote solubility. Bouteiller also designed a bisurea monomer that assembles into long cylindrical wire architecture via urea’s predictable
hydrogen bonding pattern (Figure 1.15b).75 This system readily dissolves at room
temperature in common solvents, such as chloroform, and forms visco elastic solutions.
The length of this supramolecular polymer can be adjusted by slightly modifying the
solvent conditions. The association constant was determined to be Kn = 1.0 x 105 L/mol in
CDCl3.
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Figure 1.15. (a) Zimmerman’s ureido-napthyridine oligomer and (b) Bouteiller’s bis-urea
based polymer

1.8. Bis-Urea Macrocycles
The predictable hydrogen bonding tendencies of bis-ureas have also been applied
in the design of macrocycles that assemble in to columns similar to the previously
mentioned alternating cyclic peptides used by DeSantis and Ghadiri. This strategy was first
recognized by Karle in the design of cysteine-based bis-urea macrocycles that assemble
into nanotubes (Figure 1.16a).76 Assemblies derived from cyclic bis-urea building blocks
of 16,18, and 24 membered ring sizes were synthesized, assembled from a chloroform
methanol mixture, and characterized via X-ray crystallography. The assembly motif is
characterized by a three point hydrogen bonding network through a urea backbone with the
ureas facing the same direction in the tubular assembly. What is particularly interesting is
assemblies derived from 18 and 24 membered rings are capable of specific guest binding
as seen by their encapsulation of oxalic and succinic dianions.
The Shimizu group has identified bis-urea macrocycles that assemble reliably into
columnar structures.73 The first and simplest of these macrocycles contained two urea
groups connected through two meta-xylene spacers. These macrocycles readily assembly
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into columnar nanotubes via the three centered urea interactions. The resulting assembly is
also further stabilized by off-set aryl stacking interactions and the opposite facing
orientation of ureas, which minimizes repulsive dipole-dipole interactions. The simple
design of the bis-urea macrocycle design enables the control of the size, shape, and interior
functionality of the nanotubular structure simply by changing the c-shape spacer of the
individual macrocycle building blocks. As a result, these macrocycles have expanded to
include many variations ranging in cavity size, functionality, application, and properties
(Figure 1.16b).

Figure 1.16. Schematic representation and assembly of (a) Karle’s cycsteine-based bisurea macrocycles and (b) Shimizu’s bis-urea macrocycles
Variations of Shimizu’s bis-urea macrocycle design have been used for a wide
range of application such as guest absorption,77 metal ion recognition,78 and selective
photodimerization.79,80 The application of assembled bis-urea phenylethynlyene
macrocycle (host 1.1) for the selective dimerization of coumarin and coumarin derivatives
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highlights the power of a confined supramolecular architectures (Figure 1.17a). Coumarin,
6-methylcoumarin, and 7-methylcoumarin all load into assembled host 1.1 with a 1:1 host:
guest ratio that is required for dimerization. UV irradiation of host 1.1 coumarin complex
facilitates the selective dimerization resulting in the formation of mostly anti head to head
dimers (Figure 1.17b). The dimerization of coumarin and 7-methylcoumarin are both
converted to the anti-head to head dimer with 97% selectivity. The dimerization of 6methylcoumarin shows preference for the same dimer but with slightly lower selectivity of
84%.79

Figure 1.17. Schematic representation of (a) the dimerization within assembled host 1.1
cavity and (b) product distribution for the selective dimerization of coumarin, 6methylcoumarin, and 7-methylcoumarin.
One variation of Shimizu’s bis-urea macrocycle has benzophenone, a well-known,
triplet sensitizer, incorporated into its design. Assembled benzophenone bis-urea
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macrocycle (host 1) has previously been used for isomerization and selective oxidation of
encapsulated guests.81,82 Dewal demonstrated that the confined environment of assembled
host 1 facilitates the cis-trans photoisomerization of encapsulated trans-ß-methylstyrene
upon UV irradiation (Figure 1.17).81 The isomerization of trans--methylstyrene is known
to only occur in the presence of a triplet sensitizer.83,84 Host 1 has also been applied for
selective oxidations of encapsulated guests via singlet oxygen. Molecular oxygen, which
is in the triplet state in its stable form, can easily be excited to singlet oxygen when it comes
in contact with a triplet sensitizer under UV irradiation.85 Singlet oxygen, unlike ground
state molecular oxygen, is highly reactive and interacts with encapsulated guests within
assembled host 1 cavity. Geer demonstrated that UV-irradiation of the host 1•2-methyl-2butene complex resulted in the selective oxidation via singlet oxygen with 80% conversion
into the allylic alcohol, 3-methy-2-buten-1-ol, with 90% selectivity. UV-irradiation of host
1•cumene complex also results in 69% conversion into α,α′-dimethyl benzyl alcohol with
63% selectivity. What is particularly interesting about the oxidation products is that these
products are typically only seen as a result of radical mechanisms. Perhaps the host 1
complex possessed radical character that participated mechanistically in host: guest
reactions! Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) was used to analyze host 1 and verified
the presence of radical character although simple detection of a radical does not ‘prove’
that this species participates mechanistically in the oxidation reaction. Therefore, we
attempted to investigate the origin and characterization of this radical. Chapter 2 of this
thesis outlines experiments concerning host 1 radical and discusses our current findings.
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1.9. Summary and Conclusions
Supramolecular chemistry, defined by Lehn as “chemistry beyond the molecule”,
is the study of the self-assembly of small building blocks into larger more complex
architectures without application of external force. This field is unique in that
supramolecular complexes are achieved using weaker reversible intermolecular forces.
This provides the possibility of designing intricate functional materials without the use of
complex covalent synthesis. However, careful planning during the design stage is required
to effectively utilize intermolecular forces in the design of supramolecular architectures.
This requires extensive knowledge of the forces by which assembly is achieved. The
strength, directionality, and conditions under which each intermolecular force is optimal
have all been highlighted. Additionally, supramolecular complexes resulting from the
entire spectrum of intermolecular forces with varying degrees of assembly and
functionality have also been discussed. Dimers, capsules, trimers, cages, oligomers,
polymers, columnar, and nanotubular assemblies along with properties that can’t be
observed from the individual building blocks have all been highlighted. Bis-urea
macrocycles are of particular interest to our research. As first demonstrated by Karle, bisurea macrocycles are capable of predictable assembly into columnar nanotubes with
defined cavities that are capable of selective guest binding. Karle’s research has provided
inspiration for early examples of Shimizu’s bis-urea macrocycles, which has since
expanded to include many bis-urea macrocycle variations with a multiplicity of
functionality and applications.
In this thesis, we investigate the unique properties observed of the benzophenone
bis-urea macrocycle (host 1). Specifically, chapter 2 investigates the unusual stable room
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temperature radical observed for host 1. As previously demonstrated by Dewal and Geer,
host 1 is capable of facilitating host: guest reactions such as the isomerization of ßmethylstyrene and the selective oxidation of 2-methy-2-butene and cumene.80,81 Selective
oxidation of both 2-methyl-2-butene and cumene via singlet oxygen resulted in products
typically generated via radical processes. This suggest that host 1 possesses radical
character that participates mechanistically in host: guest reactions resulting in the
selectivity observed for the mentioned selective oxidations. Host 1 was analyzed by
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and the resulting spectra revealed that host 1
possesses radical character. In order to understand if and how this radical drives selectivity,
a better understanding of the unusually stable radical is required along with
characterization. Chapter 2 highlights the experiments performed thus far on the unusual
radical observed for host 1.
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CHAPTER 2

INVESTIGATION OF THE UNUSUAL ROOM TEMPERATURE
STABLE RADICAL OBSERVED FOR ASSEMBLED
BENZOPHENONE BIS-UREA MACROCYCLES
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2.1 Abstract
Stable organic radicals at room temperature are rare in nature. Significant
stabilization from hyperconjugation, resonance and sterics is typically required for organic
radicals to be stable at room temperature. Recently, the Shimizu group reported a selfassembled benzophenone bis-urea macrocycle (host 1) that facilitated the selective
oxidation of an encapsulated alkene when UV-irradiated in an oxygen atmosphere to afford
products that are typically observed in radical mediated reactions.1 Surprisingly, the host
displayed a stable room temperature radical upon UV irradiation. It is not known if the host
1 radical plays a role in the oxidation of the encapsulated guest. This chapter investigates
the structure and properties of host 1, a

15

N labeled host and a urea protected derivative

before and after UV-irradiation through electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), IR, UVvis, fluorescence, and computational analysis. EPR analysis confirmed a single broad
uncoupled signal after UV-irradiation with a G-value of 2.0060 +/- 0.0001, which was
unusually stable and persisted up to eight days after UV irradiation. UV-vis spectra
possibly has a very weak λmax at 588 nm-1, which might corresponds to ketyl radical;
however, the intensity is exceedingly small (0.01). Thus more studies are necessary.
EPR comparison of host 1 to a 15N labeled analogue, computational analysis, and
the appearance of a new λmax at 588 nm all point to a benzophenone ketyl type radical as
the likely source of the EPR signal in the UV-irradiated host 1 crystals. Understanding the
nature of this radical could provide valuable information towards the selective oxidation
demonstrated by assembled host 1. Additionally, better characterization of host 1 radical
would expand upon what is known about stable organic radicals.
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2.2.1 Introduction
Supramolecular complexes with controlled assembly and defined cavities have
been employed as confined environments for selective reactions,2-4 as functional materials
for absorption and sequestration of reactive species and intermediates,5-7 and as molecular
machines and electronic materials.8-10 A supramolecular approach may use significantly
less chemical synthesis versus a comparable covalently bound complex.

Also

advantageous is that supramolecular approaches are potentially responsive to solvent
environment, temperature, and guest encapsulation.11
Accessing supramolecular complexes with specific properties requires careful
consideration of the size, shape, and the forces by which the individual building blocks will
assemble. For example, supramolecular binding of larger guests requires building blocks
that predictably assemble into cavities that are complimentary in size and shape to the
target guests. This is highlighted by Fujita’s supramolecular cage, which was discussed in
Chapter 1 (section 1.5, page 20). Fujita’s tetrameric cages are formed by pyridyl ligands
that coordinate to the two vacant sites of Pd (II) complexes with roughly 90º.12 The Fujita
group expanded on this design by using extended pyridine ligands in the design of a
tetrameric cage with specific size dimensions capable of binding guests of compatible size.
Figure 2.1 illustrates these differences by comparing a cage formed from the smaller
pyridine ligand (a) versus a larger cage formed with an extended tridentate ligand (b). A
comparison of the cavity size is indicated by the size of the guests that each cage can
encapsulate. The first cage binds guests such as 2-phenylpropanoate, 1-adamantyl
carboxylate,

and

4-methoxyphenylacetate.12

These

guests

range

in

size

2-

phenylpropanoate, up to the a largest, 4-methoxyphenylacetate, a difference of ~102 Å3
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versus 156 Å3 respectively. The guest 4-methoxyphenylacetate is especially important
because it gives an indication of cage cavity size because it binds in a 1:1 host guest ratio.
By using a tridentate ligand with aromatic extensions, the cavity of the cage can be
significantly expanded allowing for encapsulation of bigger or a larger amount of smaller
guests. This larger cage is capable of binding four 4-adamantyl carboxylate molecules
which are ~123 Å3 each.13 This example highlights how cavity dimensions of a
supramolecular complex can be tuned through ligand choice and modification.

Figure 2.1. Judicious choice of pyridyl ligands by the Fujita group afford smaller and
larger cages. a) Smaller of the two cages resulting from the assembly of two 1,3,5-tris(4pyridylmethyl)benzene with three Pd(NO3)2 molecules.12 b) Larger cages resulting from
the assembly of tridentate ligands, with varying length modifications from aromatic groups,
with six Pd(NO3)2 molecules.13
*Permission granted by American Chemical Society and Nature Publishing Group
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Beyond simply binding guests or stabilizing reactants, supramolecular complexes can
facilitate organic, inorganic and photochemical reactions.14-19 As highlighted by Fujita’s
cages, supramolecular complexes are capable of binding specific guests. In addition to
guest binding, certain supramolecular complexes are capable of facilitating host: guest
reactions upon encapsulated guests. The type of reactions can be modified by the
functionality of the supramolecular complex. As this thesis is focused on photochemical
processes, specifically triplet energy transfer processes, we will discuss examples of
supramolecular complexes that incorporate triplet sensitizers either within their framework
or as encapsulated guest molecules. For example, Ramamurthy utilized the Gibb’s octa
acid egg shell design that self assembles in the presence of a hydrophobic guests.4
Fluorenone, a triplet sensitizer guest capable of encapsulation, was bound from an aqueous
solution by the egg shell host which is then capable of transferring triplet energy to other
guests in solution upon UV irradiation. The inclusion of a triplet sensitizer guests was
applied in the isomerization of stilbenes. Calzaferri et al. also demonstrated triplet energy
transfer with a supramolecular [Ru-(bpy)2(bpy-ph4-Si(CH3)3)]2+ complex.20 The
supramolecular complex is capable of absorbing oxazine 1 dyes within its chambers which
are then subjected to triplet-singlet excitation energy transfer from the Ru+2 complex to
included dye guests. Mascio et al. also used a tetaruthenated porphyrin supramolecular
complex to decompose DNA model compounds such as 2’-deoxyguanosine via a singlet
oxygen mediated mechanism.21 These examples demonstrate how supramolecular
assembly can be used to facilitate triplet energy transfer and facilitate reactions. By
designing complexes that possess triplet sensitizer character and/or are capable of binding
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a triplet sensitizer, a supramolecular assembly can then be applied to selective triplet
energy processes.
Shimizu’s self-assembling bis-urea macrocycle are tunable and can also be
modified to incorporate triplet energy transfer. Benzophenone, a well-known triplet
sensitizer, is present as the C-shaped spacer in the benzophenone bis-urea macrocycle (host
1). As medium energy triplet sensitizers, benzophenone can absorb UV irradiation and be
excited to a singlet excited state. Benzophenone has been shown to absorb 320-370 nm
light for n-π* transitions and 240-300 nm light π-π* transitions (Figure 2.2).22 The first
excited state then undergoes intersystem crossing (ISC) to the more stable triplet excited
state. This energetic state is then capable of transferring its triplet energy of 69 kcal/mol to
a suitable acceptor molecule.23 This chapter will highlight the previous applications of
assembled host 1 and discuss research concerning unusually stable radical observed for
assembled host 1.

Figure 2.2. Benzophenone has been shown to absorb 320-370 nm light for n-π* transitions
and 240-300 nm light π-π* transitions. Upon absorbtion, benzophenone is excited from the
singlet ground state to the singlet excited state. The singlet excited then undergoes
intersystem crossing to the more stable triplet excited state. The triplet excited state can
then transfer energy to a suitable acceptor molecule.
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2.2.2 Background and Significance
The Shimizu group investigated the assembly and utility of bis-urea macrocycles,
which consist of two urea groups and two C-shaped spacers.24 Important design features
include macrocyclic building blocks with C-shaped spacers of different size and
functionality that predictably assemble into nanotubular assembles through the urea three
centered hydrogen bonding motif.23 Dewal et al. first synthesized a variation of this design,
a bis-urea macrocycle that utilizes two benzophenone C-spacers (host 1).25 Benzophenone
was incorporated into the macrocyclic design due to its photophysical properties.
Benzophenones

have

previously

been

used

for

polymerization

initiation,26

photodimerization,27 and singlet oxygen transformations.28 The bis-urea macrocyclic units
assemble as designed into columnar structures (Figure 2.3) via a bifurcated hydrogen
bonding network with each individual macrocycle unit spaced 4.74 Å apart. In addition to
hydrogen bonding interactions, the columnar structures are further stabilized by edge to
face aryl-stacking interactions. Assembled host 1’s cavity is small with dimensions of 3.7
Å x 2.7 Å corresponding to the intramolecular distances between H8-H8* and H7-H7*
respectively.

The crystallization solvent DMSO filled the channel in a 1:1

macrocycle:guest ratio. The solvent could be removed from the host 1•DMSO crystal by
heating (RT to 180ºC with a ramp of 4ºC/min) in the TGA, leaving the empty host 1, whose
nanochannel was capable of binding a series of other guests such as tetrahydrofuran, ethyl
acetate, 2-methyl-2-butene, cumene and others.1,25
Work from our group demonstrated that the benzophenone moiety in the framework
of the nanotube could be used to facilitate selective triplet sensitized processes (Figure
2.4c,d).24,28,29 Dewal demonstrated that the confined environment of assembled host 1
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facilitated the cis-trans photoisomerization of encapsulated trans-ß-methylstyrene upon
UV irradiation.24 The isomerization of trans--methylstyrene is known to only occur in the
presence of a triplet sensitizer.30,31 This isomerization was also attempted within assembled
bis-urea phenyl ether macrocycle 2 (Figure 2.3c), which does not incorporate a triplet
sensitizer. Although both host 1 and 2 absorb the trans--methylstyrene in similar ratios,
the cis-trans photoisomerization was only observed in the channel of host 1 but not in host
2, which lacks the triplet sensitizer. The successful isomerization of trans-ß-methylstyrene
within host 1’s cavity demonstrated that the sensitizer of host 1 is capable of transferring
energy directly to included guests (Figure 2.4b).

Figure 2.3. (a) Structure of host 1 macrocycle and its hydrogen bonded assembly motif
and (b) host 1 cavity dimensions. (c) Structure of bis-urea phenyl ether macrocycle (host
2)
Geer et al. further investigated the properties of this host and examined its utility to
promote other triplet sensitized processes. They demonstrated that host 1 is capable of
facilitating selective oxidation reactions. First, they showed that UV-irradiation of host 1
in oxygenated deuterated chloroform generated singlet oxygen, a very reactive oxidant,
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which was characterized based on its near IR emission spectra of singlet oxygen produced
from host 1 crystals excited at λmax=345.28 They next investigated the oxidation of
encapsulated guests containing allylic or benzylic sites when the solid complexes were UVirradiated under an oxygen atmosphere. Suitable guests for the small channel of the host
included both 2-methyl-2-butene and cumene, which formed solid host:guest complexes.
UV-irradiation of the host 1•2-methyl-2-butene complex resulted in the selective oxidation
with 80% conversion into the allylic alcohol, 3-methy-2-buten-1-ol, with 90% selectivity.
UV-irradiation of host 1•cumene complex also results in 69% conversion into α,α′dimethyl benzyl alcohol with 63% selectivity. The cumene oxidation is typically observed
as a radical process in seen the case of Mayer’s cis-[RuIV(bpy)2(py)(O)]2+ and Zhang’s
CuO nanoparticle facilitated oxidations.32,33

Figure 2.4. (a) Schematic representation of host 1 guest loading and conversion, (b)
isomerization of trans-ß-methylstyrene,24 (c) selective oxidation of 2-methyl-2-butene, (d)
and selective oxidation of cumene facilitated by host 1.28,29
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Because these oxidations typically occur via radical mechanisms, Geer investigated
if the host and host•guest complexes exhibit radical character. Host 1 (empty), host 1•2methyl-2-butene, and host 1•cumene were probed by electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) analysis and showed radical character under ambient light conditions. EPR is a type
of spectroscopy that detects unpaired electrons. Upon UV irradiation, each of these signal
were intensified (Figure 2.5).28 The empty host 1 complex showed positive EPR signal (RT
under O2 (g)), with a single uncoupled peak.

The observed g-value, which is the

measurement of the radicals response to an applied magnetic field, at ambient light
exposure was g = 2.0049 a very similar spectra was observed after 1h UV irradiation (365
nm) with g = 2.0051 (Figure 2.5a). Host 1•2-methyl-2-butene and host 1•cumene both
showed similar EPR signals after ambient light exposure. The signals were significantly
enhanced upon UV irradiation and affording a broad uncoupled signal with a gg-Value of
g = 2.0051 (Figure 2.5b and c respectively).

Figure 2.5. Geer’s EPR analysis before and after 1h UV irradiation of (a) host 1 empty,
(b) host 1•2-methyl-2-butene, and (c) host 1•2cumene
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These EPR findings as well as the intriguing selectivity observed in the oxidations
raises the question of what is the mechanism of oxidation within the channels of host 1.
Could host 1 be participating mechanistically in the oxidation reaction? One possible
pathway for singlet oxygen mediated oxidation proceeds by a type 1 mechanism described
by Foote (Scheme 2.1).34,35 Such a process would be characterized by hydrogen abstraction
from included guest to host 1 resulting in resonance-stabilized radical. This radical could
then react with triplet oxygen followed by hydrogen reabstraction back from host to guest
resulting in the final alcohol. An alternative possibility is the confinement assisted singlet
oxygen–ene mechanism (Scheme 2.1b). Such a singlet oxygen-ene pathway begins with
the olefin reacting with singlet oxygen and typically result in peroxides that require
reduction to the corresponding alcohols.36 In Geer’s case, the observed products required
no reduction suggesting that the formation of the alcohol occurred without going through
a peroxide precursor. Alternatively, the peroxide might be quickly reduced within the host
under the reaction conditions. Closer investigation of the mechanistic aspects of this
unusually selective process could provide insight for the design of other industrially useful
catalysts capable of controlling the selectivity of oxidation reactions. Section 2.3 outlines
experiments concerning the radical character of assembled host 1 with the intent of
understanding if the radical character is related to host: guest reaction selectivity.
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Scheme 2.1. Reaction pathways of Type I and Type II singlet oxygen mechanism. (a) Type
I reactions are characterized by energy transfer from an excited sensitizer to substrate
which forms a radical substrate. The radical substrate then reacts with triplet (ground state)
oxygen to form an oxidized product. Type II reactions differ in that the excited sensitizer
transfers its energy to triplet oxygen to form singlet oxygen. Singlet oxygen then reacts
with the substrate to yield oxidized product. (b) Representation of the –ene, [2+2], and
[4+2] singlet oxygen pathways.

2.3.1 Research Design and Methods
Stable organic room temperature radicals are rare and are limited to examples such
as triarylmethyl,37 nitroxide,38 thiazyl,39 and verdazyl radicals.40 Host 1 consists of two
benzophenone units and two ureas, neither of which is known to show radical character at
room temperature. The stable organic radicals from the literature are not structurally
similar to host 1 and possible radical centers like benzophenone and urea are only
observable at extremely low temperature.41,42 This makes the stable room temperature
radical observed for assembled host 1 intriguing. In such a simple molecule, there are
relatively few choices. The radical center could be located at the benzophenone, at the
ureas or at the aryl methylenes. Previously, benzophenone radicals have been reported in
literature through radical trapping with nitroxides,43,44 through H-abstraction,45 and at low
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temperature.46 Benzophenone, upon UV irradiation, is excited to a short lived singlet state
that rapidly undergoes intersystem crossing to a triplet excited state. If there is a suitable
proton in close proximity, benzophenone in the triplet exited state will typically abstract a
hydrogen atom resulting in a benzophenone ketyl radical that is in the doublet excited state
(Figure 2.6).47 Benzophenone ketyl radicals have previously been observed through time
resolved ESR detection at 77K as a doublet with a value of g = 2.003 +/- 0.001.48 These
radicals have been observed at room temperature after single electron reduction from
potassium followed by single crystal x-ray crystallography.49 Alternatively, urea radicals
have been reported by Bowers via EPR analysis at 77K with a g-value of 2.0061.50 Urea
based radicals have not been observed at room temperature; however, the extended urea
hydrogen bonding pattern in the assembled host may play a role in the radical stability.
The experiments outlined in the following section addresses some key questions
about this radical including reproducibility, inclusion of benzophenone within a
macrocycle unit’s relation to radical stability, correlation between assembly and radical
stability, the lifetime, temperature effects, attempts at characterization, and potential
magnetic properties. By probing the nature and origin of the usually stable room
temperature radical observed for host 1, we hope to understand if and how this radical
participates mechanistically in reactions that occur within its nanochannel.
2.3.2 Methods for probing the radical center
EPR analysis is notorious for being extremely sensitive to impurities. Thus our first
goal was to reproduce Geer’s reported EPR data for host 1. Host 1 (empty) was analyzed
via EPR after each of three recrystallization purification cycles using the same
experimental parameters outlined by Geer’s initial results. Additionally, we tested if
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DMSO inclusion has an effect on radical signal. We also investigated more closely the time
required for EPR signal quenching to further probe the lifetime of the observed radical.
The examination of EPR at periodic intervals after excitation of assembled host 1 until the
signal was quenched provided insight to the lifetime of the radical after UV excitation.
Since radical character for host 1 was only observable upon irradiation, techniques like
UV, IR, and fluorescence spectroscopy were used to compare host 1 before and after
irradiation to look for changes in the structure.
To provide further insight into radical characterization, the stability of the
benzophenone doublet excited state was probed by computational analysis to compare the
energetic states of the parent benzophenone and the benzophenones within a single host 1
macrocycle unit. Differences in energetic states in addition to the gaps between energy
states were calculated and compared for both systems. Using the information gathered
from computational analysis, we drew conclusions about whether inclusion within a single
macrocycle unit makes higher energetic states of benzophenone more energetically
favorable. A host 1 ketyl radical calculated to be more stable than benzophenone would
suggest that inclusion within the macrocycle has a stabilizing effect on the radical.

Figure 2.6. The excitation of benzophenone to the ketyl radical state with the
corresponding energetic states. Benzophenone upon UV irradiation is excited to a singlet
excited state. This state then undergoes intersystem crossing to the triplet excited state. If
there is a suitable proton in close proximity then the di radical will abstract the proton
resulting in a benzophenone ketyl radical in a doublet excited state.46
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What factors contribute to the unusual stability of the host 1 radical? Potentially,
the supramolecular assembly could influence the radical lifetime, in this case the columnar
structure and further packing of the columns to afford the crystalline host 1. As seen with
nitroxyl radicals such as TEMPO, significant radical stabilization is provided by sterics
from four methyl groups. Does assembly and/or crystal packing provide a similar type of
stability for host 1?

To address these questions, we must first review the solid-state

structure and packing of the host.24 As seen in the crystal structure (Figure 2.3), a distance
of 4.74 Å separates the carbonyl groups of adjacent macrocycle units. The urea nitrogens
between neighboring nanotubes are also spaced 3.41 Å apart.28 This long range order
positions the benzophenone carbonyl oxygen close to the two methylene hydrogens of
neighboring macrocycle units at 2.44 Å and 2.81 Å respectively. Similar to how the methyl
groups provide steric stability to the nitroxyl radical seen in TEMPO, the nanotubular
assembly may provide stability to host 1 radical. Our goal was to probe the structure and
origin of the radical to see if it might be located at the benzophenone, at the ureas or at the
aryl methylenes through the H-abstraction process. Additionally, the effects of the
nanotubular assembly described above on host 1 radical stability was also be investigated.
EPR analysis was performed to compare host 1a (protected host 1), unassembled
host 1 (in solution), precipitated host 1 (pre-crystallization), and assembled host 1.
Protected host 1 lacks the necessary hydrogen bond donors needed for the three point
bifurcated hydrogen bond network seen for host 1’s nanotubular assembly and has a
different assembly motif. The precipitated host 1, which is host 1 recovered from the
deprotection step, should have an alternate or several alternate crystal forms and not only
the nanotubular assembly, though it may be present. Thus, it serves to test if the specific
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nanotube assembly motif is needed for radical stabilization. This precipitate was first
analyzed via PXRD to analyze its crystalline character and compare it to the assembled
host 1.
In addition to IR, UV-vis and fluorescence studies, isotopic labeling were used in
an effort to characterize host 1 radical. Free radicals respond differently to the applied
magnetic field used in EPR between isotopically labeled radicals and non-labeled radicals.
Isotopic labeling has previously been used for radical characterization.51,52 While labeled
benzophenone derivatives are not readily available,
Therefore,

15

15

N labeled urea is commercial.

N labeled host 1 derivative was targeted for synthesis and analysis by EPR

spectroscopy. If host 1 radical is urea nitrogen centered or if an H-abstraction leads to a
radical on the neighboring methylene group, we expected to observe a change or noticeable
broadening of signal for the 15N labeled host. The remainder of this chapter discusses the
synthesis and characterization of host 1 in addition to our investigation of the unusually
stable room temperature radical observed for host 1 through the experiments described
above.
2.3.3 Methods for probing magnetic properties of host 1
The search for magnetic open framework structures has become a major objective
due to their potential applications in the development of low density magnetic materials,
magnetic sensors and intelligent or multifunctional materials.53 Because of the many
potential uses of these magnetic materials, there is currently special interest in designing
materials whose magnetic properties can be accessed by application of external light.
Previous examples of photoswitchable materials include Irie and Matsuda’s photochromic
spin coupler that readily interconverts between singlet and triplet states,54 Iwamura’s
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diradical consisting of two stable nitroxide radicals connected through an isomerizable
bridge,55 and Hashimoto’s Cobalt-Iron Cyanide Prussian blue analog that undergoes
ferromagnetic modulation as a result of an internal photochemical redox reaction. 56 There
are even fewer examples of supramolecular photomagnetic materials, none of which are
purely organic. Currently, Veciana’s ferrocene-based polychlorotriphylmethyl radical
system is the only supramolecular photoswitchable material in literature.57
Should the assembled host 1•DMSO complex form significant amount of radicals,
it could be a candidate for a photoswitchable magnetic material. In order for our complex
to be a supramolecular magnetic material, both synthetic tailoring of open-shell building
blocks that allow both proper control over their supramolecular assembly and the
establishment of correct magnetic interactions are required. Crystal engineering through
hydrogen-bonding interactions has proven to be a powerful method for achieving both
conditions.58 Besides the structural control offered by hydrogen bonding (as discussed in
Ch. 1), hydrogen bonds have also been shown to favor magnetic exchange interactions
between bound radical molecules of α-nitronyl nitroxides, α-imino nitroxides, or tert-butyl
nitroxide derivatives.59-62 In addition to host 1 being a possible supramolecular magnetic
photoswitchable material, it may also be switchable via guest inclusion. Currently, only
one purely organic solvent switchable magnetic material has been reported in the
literature.63 This complex consists of a series of carboxylic-substituted polychlorinated
triphenylmethyl radicals assembled through hydrogen bonding that can reversibly bind a
handful of common solvents. What is particularly intriguing about their system is how the
rigidity of their assembly weakens when the complex is empty of solvent. Host 1 was
probed for magnetic properties using superconducting quantum interference device
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(SQUID) analysis as discussed in section 2.11. Such measurements also help to quantify
the amount of radical formed in the solid sample.
2.4 Synthesis and characterization of host 1
Benzophenone bis-urea macrocycle (host 1) was prepared via the three step
synthesis used by Dewal (Scheme 2.2).24 First, commercially available 4,4’dimethylbenzophenone was brominated using a free radical bromination with Nbromosuccinimide in the presence of a catalytic amount of azobisisobutyronirile (AIBN)
in carbon tetrachloride at reflux to afford the 4,4’-bis(bromomethyl)benzophenone. The
resulting dibromide was purified via silica gel column chromatography using 1:9 ethyl
acetate: hexane as mobile phase. Pure dibromide was cyclized with triazinanone in THF
(dry) using sodium hydride (60% suspension in oil) as base. The crude protected
macrocycle was purified via silica gel column chromatography using 1:19 methanol: ethyl
acetate as mobile phase. Pure protected macrocycle was deprotected using acidified (pH
2~3) 20% diethanolamine in methanol resulting in host 1 as a white precipitate.

Scheme 2.2. Synthesis of bis-urea benzophenone macrocycle (host 1). Reagents and
Conditions: 4,4-dimethylbenzophenone was brominated using N-bromosuccimide (NBS)
and 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) in CCl4 at reflux to produce 4,4’bis(bromomethyl)benzophenone. The dibromide was reacted with triazinanone and NaH
in dry THF at reflux to yield the protected macrocycle (host 1a), which was deprotected in
acidified diethanol amine/methanol mixture resulting in the bis-urea benzophenone
macrocycle (host 1).
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Crystals were obtained by dissolving pure host 1 in hot DMSO (130 ºC, 80 mg/ 40
mL) followed by slow cooling (1 ºC/hr) to room temperature. Rod shaped crystals suitable
for X-ray crystallography were obtained in 4 days. Figure 2.7 illustrates the columnar
structures obtained by the assembly of 1 through the ureas via a bifurcated hydrogen
bonding network, similar to Dewal’s crystal data. However, we observed that the DMSO
guests were highly ordered with about 90% of DMSO guest molecules pointing in the same
direction while filling the channel in a 1:1 host:guest ratio (Figure 2.7). This was different
than the earlier structure in which a 50:50 distribution of DMSO guest molecules was
found. The polar nature of host 1’s nanochamber is ideal for DMSO binding because it
complements its molecular dipole. The ureas of host 1 are highly polarized with the urea
NH’s showing a partial positive and the carbonyl oxygen showing a partial negative charge
at the and a partial positive at the urea hydrogens (Figure 2.7a). This charge distribution is
responsible for host 1 nanotubular hydrogen assembly through the urea backbone but it
could also contribute to the strong interaction to DMSO guests. Due to the electronegativity
of oxygen, DMSO possesses a partial negative charge at the oxygen while the methyl
groups have a partial positive charge (Figure 2.7b). When DMSO is loaded host 1’s
nanochamber, the molecular dipoles of host 1 and DMSO align resulting in host: guest
complex with DMSO tightly bound (Figure 2.7c). Additionally, the highly ordered nature
of DMSO within host 1 chamber is a result of a dipole-dipole interaction between the
methyl groups of one guest to sulfur of an adjacent one. The DMSO guests were removed
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from the crystal by heating (RT to 180ºC with ramp of 4 ºC/min) via thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA), leaving an empty nanochamber capable of binding a series of other guests.

Figure 2.7. Crystal structure of assembled host 1 with 90% order of DMSO molecules
pointing in the same direction. (a) Space fill model of DMSO from crystal structure
highlighting it’s molecular dipole, (b) host 1 crystal structure with DMSO removed
showing the partial charges associated with the urea functionality and (c) host 1•DMSO
structure front view with partial charges aligned with ordered DMSO guest molecules.
2.5 Host 1 crystal structure comparison after UV-irradiation.
EPR analysis performed by Geer revealed that assembled host 1 possesses radical
character. The intensity of the observed radical signal was significantly higher after UV
irradiation. Therefore, we wanted to test if the crystal structure of UV irradiation host 1
showed structural changes that could identify the radical center. A single host 1•DMSO
crystal, purified via three recrystallization cycles, was submitted for X-ray crystal analysis
(Figure 2.8a). This same crystal was then UV irradiated for 30 min as previously described
and submitted again for X-ray crystal analysis (Figure 2.8b). No differences in crystal
structure were observed suggesting that either radical concentration is too low to be
detected or that crystal structure comparison isn’t adequate for detecting host 1 radical. A
crystallographic approach to characterizing reactive intermediates or unstable radicals is
uncommon.64 Detecting electron density changes caused by a single electron is extremely
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difficult, especially if the population of radical is low. The identical structure of host 1
crystal before and after 30 UV irradiation indicates that electron density changes are too
minimal to be detectable by X-ray crystallography. An alternative approach would be to
look for conformational changes in the single crystal structure that result from radical
formation.
As mentioned previously, the benzophenone moiety could be a potential radical
center. Figure 2.6 highlights that benzophenone ketyl radicals are formed after hydrogen
abstraction from a suitable proton source. The methylene groups could be a potential proton
source for host ketyl radical formation. However, analysis of host 1 crystal after UV
irradiation was identical showing no conformational changes relating to the methylene
hydrogen atoms. Future methods to increase the percentage of radical include using a more
powerful UV source or longer UV exposure times. If host 1 radical population can be
increased to a detectable amount, then it could be possible to observe structural host 1 ketyl
radical via X-ray crystallography.

Figure 2.8. Front and top view of host 1 X-ray crystal structure (a) before and (b) after
30 min UV irradiation.
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2.6. Evaluation of host 1 EPR data
With crystals in hand, we set out to repeat and confirm the EPR experiments from
Geer. EPR spectroscopy is a versatile nondestructive analytical technique capable of
detecting the presence of free radicals. However, this technique is especially sensitive to
impurities. To test that the observed radical is not due to some impurity, host 1 was
analyzed via EPR after each of three recrystallization cycles. Recrystallization was
performed by first dissolving host 1 (20 mg) in hot DMSO (10 mL) at 130 ºC in a sealed
pressure tube. Host 1 solution was then filtered via Millipore vacuum filtration to remove
unwanted particles. The solution was placed back into an oil bath at 130 ºC and was allowed
to slow cool at a rate of 1º C/hour to room temperature. The colorless needle crystals were
collected via Millipore vacuum filtration and washed with methylene chloride (25 mL) to
remove any excess DMSO. To verify the purity of host 1 after each recrystallization cycle,
the sample was analyzed via 1H-NMR with the understanding that NMR is likely only
sensitive enough to identify an impurity of >2-3% . Crystals were then heated to 180 ºC
using a ramp of 4 ºC/min via TGA to remove DMSO from host 1 nanochamber. After each
recrystallization cycle, the host 1•DMSO crystals were freshly evacuated by TGA to yield
the empty host (5 mg) that were immediately loaded into an EPR tube and purged with
argon gas for 5 min. EPR spectra was then recorded. Sample was then UV irradiated for
30 min in a Rayonet reactor equipped with 16 x 120 W lamps (350 nm). The EPR spectra
was again recorded.
The initial freshly recrystallized host 1 (empty) EPR analysis is shown in Figure
2.9a and shows no signal after ambient light exposure (Figure 2.9, black lines). This is
different than Geer’s EPR analysis which showed a single broad uncoupled signal at g =
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2.0049 upon ambient light exposure albeit with very low intensity.28 However, similar to
Geer, we observed a broad 20 gauss uncoupled signal (as measured from the beginning of
the signal to the center) for host 1 (Figure 2.9, red line) at g = 2.0061, suggesting an organic
radical has indeed been generated. Next, the sample was recrystallized from host DMSO
and the experiment repeated.

Again, initially host 1 showed no radical signal under

ambient conditions (Figure 2.10b, black); however, after UV-irradiation, a broad signal
was observed with g = 2.0059 (Figure 2.10b, red). This sample was recrystallized a third
time, the DMSO was removed by TGA, and the EPR measured under ambient conditions.
Again, no signal was observed (Figure 2.10c, black). After UV-irradiation, the broad
signal with g =2.0061 was again observed. Given that an identical signal was observed
after each recrystallization at g = 2.0060 +/- 0.0001, we conclude that host 1 (empty)
possesses radical character only after UV irradiation.

Figure 2.9. EPR analysis on host 1•DMSO, purified by three recrystallization cycles,
before and after 30 min UV irradiation.
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2.7. Host 1•DMSO EPR
Geer probed empty host 1, host 1•2-methyl-2-butene, and host 1•cumene
complexes by EPR analysis (Figure 2.4) and demonstrated that guest inclusion has no
effect on radical host 1 character.28 We sought to analyze host 1•DMSO to test if it also
shows UV-initiated radical formation. Host 1•DMSO crystals (10 mg), purified via three
recrystallization cycles, were placed in an EPR tube and purged with argon gas for 5
minutes. EPR analysis was then performed. Sample was then transferred to the Rayonet
reactor and UV irradiated for 30 mins. EPR analysis was again performed. Similar to host
1 (empty), no signal was observed for host 1•DMSO after ambient light exposure (Figure
2.9, black line). Upon UV exposure, a single broad uncoupled signal was observed at g =
2.0060 (Figure 2.9, red line). Much like host 1•2-methyl-2-butene, and host 1•cumene
complexes analyzed by Geer, the guest DMSO in the host 1•DMSO complex does not
appear to influence the radical character observed upon UV irradiation of host 1.

Figure 2.10. Host 1 (empty) EPR analysis before and after 30 min UV irradiation under
Argon atmosphere after the (a) 1st , (b) 2nd, and (c) 3rd recrystallization cycles.
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2.8. Dark Quenching of Host 1 Radical
The host 1•DMSO radical generated by UV exposure has been shown to quench
over an unknown amount of time in the dark.28 In an effort to understand the lifetime of
the radical, host 1•DMSO was monitored via EPR from 0 h to 10 days in the dark. Host
1•DMSO crystals (5 mg), purified via one recrystallization cycle, were collected, washed,
and dried on a Millipore vacuum filtration apparatus. Sample was then washed with
methylene chloride (25 mL) and dried on the filter apparatus for an additional 10 min. The
sample was then purged with argon for 5 min then transferred to the Rayonet UV reactor
and irradiated for 30 min. The EPR spectra was recorded then the sample was wrapped in
aluminum foil and stored in the dark. Every 24 hours, sample was loaded into the EPR
sample holder in the dark with any exposed parts of the EPR tube wrapped in foil. EPR
spectra was recorded in the dark and once again wrapped in foil and stored in the dark.
This process was repeated until the EPR signal was completely quenched (Figure 2.11). A
very slight signal was observed after 8 days; however, no signal was observed after 9 days.
Therefore, we conclude that host 1 (DMSO) radicals are remarkable stable and persist for
~8 days after UV exposure with G values of g = 2.0065 +/-.0001.
The signal persisted for a total of 8 days which is slightly longer than previously
reported. Assuming that the signal is a result of host 1 ketyl radical, host 1 radical lifetime
is significantly longer than the lifetime estimated previously for literature examples of
benzophenone ketyl radicals of 2.0 ns +/- 0.1 in cyclohexane solution and > 5 ns in gas
phase for benzophenone ketyl radicals. In general, the solid state and or the specific
columnar assembly may be contributing to this stabilization.
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Figure 2.11. Host 1 •DMSO dark quenching EPR analysis over nine days

2.9. Investigation of the influence of assembly on radical stability
To investigate if the unusual stability of the radical displayed by host 1 complex
was correlated to assembly, we next compared host 1 and the protected host 1a by EPR
spectroscopy. Host 1a lacks the necessary hydrogen bond donors needed for nanotubular
as seen in Figure 2.12a. The structure of host 1a was obtained by Dewal and Smith from
chloroform and is shown in Figure 2.12b.24 Host 1a assembly differs from host 1 in that
assembly doesn’t result from a hydrogen bond network through a urea backbone. Instead,
assembly results from a series of dipole-dipole interactions between adjacent host 1a
macrocycle units. These interactions in addition to the steric bulk of the t-butyl groups
cause host 1a to adopt a titled columnar assembly with disordered chloroform molecules
occupying the interstitial space. As host 1a does not adopt the same columnar assembly
as observed for host 1 yet contains the benzophenone moiety, we were curious if it would
display detectable radical formation upon UV-irradiation. Powder host 1a (5 mg) was
placed into an EPR tube and purged with argon for 5 min. Sample was then UV irradiated
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for 30 min using a Rayonet reactor equipped with 16 x 120 W lamps (350 nm) followed
by EPR analysis. Figure 2.12c shows that no EPR signal indicative of radical character was
observed for host 1a at room temperature.
Benzophenone ketyl radical species typically exhibit high reactivity and are too
reactive to survive for an extended period of time.47 Previous analysis of benzophenone
ketyl radical systems required stabilization of the ketyl radical species using low
temperatures.46,47 Could the columnar assembly motif of host 1 be stabilizing a
benzophenone ketyl type radical? To gauge the effect of assembly on radical stability, we
investigated the EPR of host 1 in solution (unassembled), pre recrystallization, and
columnar assembled (crystalline) host 1 after UV irradiation.
The unassembled host 1 was analyzed by dissolving host 1 (1 mg, 1.88 x 10-3 mmol)
in DMSO (1 mL). Host 1 solution was then UV irradiated for 30 min at 350 nm then
immediately analyzed via EPR. No signal was observed indicating that unassembled host
1 has no radical character. Alternatively, the lifetime of a protected host 1 (host 1a) radical
might be significantly reduced due to the lack assembly. Next, freshly deprotected host 1
was precipitated from the acidified diethanolamine deprotection step outlined in Scheme
2.2 and analyzed by PXRD analysis to probe its crystalline. Figure 2.13a displays the
ordered powder diffraction pattern of precipitated host 1 with the assembled host 1•DMSO.
In comparing the two spectra, one observes that the peaks of the precipitate are broaden
and shifted. Key low angle peaks at 7.60, 13.24, 15.28 and 20.28 two theta in the columnar
assembled host 1 are much sharper and correlate to host 1 nanotubular assembly (Figure
2.17a). As mentioned, host 1 (precipitate) possesses shifted broader peaks at 12.88, 13.64,
16.08, 19.12, 19.72, 20.60, 22.72, 25.08, 25.88, 27.08, 29.84, 32.60, and 34.60. These
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differences indicate that precipitated host 1 possesses a different crystal form than
columnar assembled host 1. In addition, it is likely that the precipitated host is a mixture
of several crystal forms.

Figure 2.12. (a) Structure of host 1a, (b) Dewal and Smith’s host 1a crystal structure24
showing a staggered columnar assembly with disordered chloroform molecules in the
interstitial space and (c) EPR comparison between UV irradiated host 1 and host 1a.
The precipitated host 1 (5mg) was placed in an EPR tube and purged with argon
for 5 min. Sample was then UV irradiated for 30 min followed by EPR analysis (Figure
2.13b). The resulting EPR spectra was extremely weak with a possible signal at g = 2.0059
however, the weak nature of the signal suggests that the precipitated host possesses very
limited radical character. In summary, comparison of the EPR spectra from the different
degrees of assembly of the benzophenone bis-urea macrocycle and the urea protected
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macrocycle, suggest that columnar assembly may play a role in the stabilization of the
radical of host 1.

Figure 2.13. (a) PXRD comparison of host 1 (DMSO) and host 1 (precipitate) and (b) EPR
comparison of unassembled, precipitate, and assembled host 1 after UV irradiation
2.10 15N Labeled Host 1 EPR Comparison
To probe whether a radical is formed on the urea or near the urea nitrogen by the
typical H-abstraction process, which would afford the benzophenone ketyl, we synthesized
host 1 with an 15N label. Urea with an 15N label is commercially available with 98% 15N
enrichment and was used to synthesize the triazinanone, using the reported procedure.65
We repeated the procedure in Scheme 2.2 (page 17) using the triazinanone stirring it with
NaH in dry THF at reflux, then adding the dibromide to yield the protected macrocycle in
18% yield (75 mg).

The macrocycle was deprotected in acidified diethanol

amine/methanol mixture to afford 15N Labeled host 1, which was crystallized hot DMSO
(130 ºC) upon cooling to room temperature at rate of 1 ºC/hour.
Several nitrogen centered radicals have been reported in the literature and their gvalues are close to what we observed in the UV irradiated host 1. For example, Ingold
reported a series of amidyl radicals, observed at low temperatures (138-209 K), varying in
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functionality with g-values ranging from 2.0044 for an N-methylpivalamide radical to
2.0063 for a 1,5,5-trimethylpyrrolidin-2-one (lactam-like) radical.66 Ingold also reported a
series of N-alkoxyamino radicals, which were also observed at low temperatures similar to
the amidyl radicals, with g-values ranging from 2.0050 – 2.0044.67 Bowers even reported
a urea nitrogen based radical, which was observed at 77K, with a g-value of 2.0061 (Table
2.2).50
Table 2.1. Nitrogen centered radicals, their g-values, and the temperatures at which they
were observed.

Molecules with unpaired electrons are known to interact with applied external
magnetic fields, but they are also known to be sensitive to the fine magnetic moments
expressed by their nuclei.68 Isotope variations of the same atom have different fine
magnetic moments to which nearby radicals will respond differently. These differences are
observable via EPR analysis through signal broadening and can be used to study the
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locations of radical. Isotope labeling has previously been applied in the characterization
of radicals. For example, Rakvin performed EPR experiments comparing L-α-alanine-14N
to an 15N analogue to analyze the one of the three known alanine radicals observed after
UV irradiation; the NH3C.(CH3) COO- radical.52 These studies resulted in the first report
of the nitrogen hyperfine coupling tensors to the alanine carbon centered radical. This
example highlights how isotope labeling can be used to identify radicals through labeling
an adjacent nucleus. Another example was demonstrated by Brezova who enriched titania
nanopowders with 17O to characterize an oxygen centered radical.51 When comparing the
EPR spectra of

16

O titania to

17

O enriched titania, significant signal broadening was

observed for the 17O rich sample thus proving that oxygen was the radical center. Brezova’s
strategy of direct isotope labeling was applied to host 1. If the observed radical for UV
irradiated host 1 is urea centered, we should see similar signal broadening when comparing
the EPR spectra of our 14N host to its 15N analogue.
Freshly evacuated crystals of host 1 and 15N host 1 (5 mg) were loaded into separate
EPR tubes and purged with argon for 5 min. EPR analysis was then performed on both
samples before UV exposure. As expected, neither sample yielded a positive EPR signal
upon ambient light exposure. Crystals were then UV irradiated for 30 min using a Rayonet
reactor equipped with 16 x 120 W lamps (350 nm) followed by EPR analysis. The EPR
spectra show a single peak in both cases with a g-value of 2.0061 for host 1 and a g-value
of 2.0059 for 15N labeled host 1 (Figure 2.14b). No signal broadening was observed for the
UV irradiated 15N labeled analogue EPR spectra. This suggests that the observed radical
for host 1 is not urea nitrogen centered and that a radical center is not attached to this
nitrogen, as it should show altered hyperfine coupling due to the presence of the 15N label.
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However, it is possible that such hyperfine coupling is obscured by the broadness of the
signal.

Figure 2.14. (a) Host 1 and its
after 30 min UV irradiation

15

N labeled analogue with the (b) resulting EPR spectra

2.11. Variable Temperature EPR Studies
As discussed in section 2.10, no difference in EPR spectra was observed for UV
irradiated host 1 (empty) when compared

15

N host 1 (empty) at room temperature. This

data suggests that the radical is not urea nitrogen centered. However, the broadness of the
EPR signal is problematic. Therefore, we next turned to variable temperature EPR to
investigate if change in the hyperfine coupling could be observed as a function of
temperature. Changes in coupling have been previously observed in variable temperature
EPR experiments. For example, Chestnut and Phillips use variable temperature EPR
analysis to study the temperature-dependent exchange interactions observed for crystalline
(φ3PCH3)+(TCNQ)2- and (φ3AsCH3)+(TCNQ)2- salts.69 They observed via EPR analysis that
at -25º C these salts display a single uncoupled narrow signal. Upon EPR analysis at -140º
C, the single uncoupled signal split into two sharp defined doublets spaced 112 gauss apart.
By comparing the splitting observed at low temperature to the splitting of P 31 and As75
nuclei reported in the literature,69 Chestnut and Phillips were able to conclude that P31 and
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As75 nuclei were not correlated to the observed doublet. This led to the conclusion that the
observed doublet represents zero-field splitting as a result of the dipolar interaction of two
electrons in a triplet state. Another example was demonstrated by Hamwi who applied
variable temperature EPR analysis to investigate the local environment of dangling C-F
bonds in fluorinated graphite.70 EPR analysis of fluorinated graphite at temperatures up to
400º C showed a single broad uncoupled signal. EPR analysis at temperatures higher than
400º C (450 – 680º C) caused the single broad signal to split into seven lines. They
concluded that this splitting was a result of hyperfine interactions between dangling bond
electrons and the neighboring fluorine nuclei present in the fluorinated graphite sample.71
Variable temperature EPR analysis can provide valuable characterization data as
demonstrated by the previous examples. For host 1 and

15

N labeled host 1, variable

temperature EPR could uncover splitting not observed at room temperature EPR analysis.
This data would provide valuable characterization data and could be evidence for a
benzophenone or urea centered radical within host 1. In collaboration with the Forbes
group at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, variable temperature EPR
experiments were performed. Freshly evacuated host 1 and

15

N labeled host 1 (5 mg),

which were purified by 3 and 1 recrystallization cycles respectively, were UV irradiated
for 30 min and analyzed via EPR at 20, 50, and 100ºC. Figure 2.15 left shows the
temperature data for host 1. Although the intensity of the signal decreasing with increasing
temperature, no obvious changes the coupling pattern or the g-value was observed.
Similarly, the

15

N labeled host 1 (Figure 2.15 right) also shows the intensity of the EPR

signal decreases with increasing temperature; however, no obvious changes in the
hyperfine coupling or g-value were observed. In the future, we will evaluate the EPR of
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these samples at temperatures below 20 °C to probe for shape and coupling changes that
could provide characterization information. These experiments will be outlined in a later
section.

Figure 2.15. EPR comparison at 20, 50, and 100 ºC for host 1 (empty) and 15N labeled
host 1

2.12 IR, UV-Vis, and Emission Analysis of Host 1
In an effort to understand the photophysical properties and to characterize the host
1 radical generated upon UV irradiation, we performed IR, UV-vis, and emission
spectroscopy for host 1 before and after UV irradiation. Benzophenone and benzophenone
ketyl radical have each distinct absorptions and stretches, which is discussed in the
following sections, when analyzed by IR, UV-vis, and emission spectroscopy. Analyzing
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host 1 before and after UV irradiation may generate peaks similar to that of a benzophenone
ketyl radical which would be indicative of a host 1 ketyl radical.
2.12.1 IR Analysis of Host 1
We also probed structural changes that occur in the host upon UV-irradiation. One
challenge is that we do not have a good measure of how much radical is present upon UVirradiation. Radical concentration has previously been determined through EPR signal
integration.72 Zhang et. al. analyzed a bola-form amphiphile with a perylene diimides core
(BPDI) supramolecular complex in solution via EPR and found a single uncoupled signal.
This signal was integrated and plotted against a standard curve with known radical
concentrations. When the data was fit to the standard curve, radical concentration of BPDI
was determined to be 0.016 mM. Unfortunately, determination of radical concentration
through EPR integration is limited to radicals in solution. As demonstrated in section 2.9,
unassembled host 1 in solution shows no significant radical character upon UV irradiation.
This makes determination of host 1 radical significantly more challenging and an
alternative method for determining radical concentration must be employed.
IR provides a good method for detecting ketyl radicals as well as radical anions.
Benzophenone ketyl radicals have been reported to have a distinctive IR absorption band
at 1396 cm-1.73,74 Alternatively, UV irradiated host 1 could possess benzophenone radical
anion character. Benzophenone radical anions are characterized by two IR absorption
bands at 1464 cm-1 and 1340 cm-1.75 The appearance of these IR absorption bands after UV
irradiation would indicate that benzophenone is related to the radical observed for host 1.
Freshly evacuated host 1, purified by one recrystallization cycle, was analyzed via
solid state IR spectroscopy. Sample was then collected and UV irradiated for 30 mins as
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previously described using a Rayonet reactor. UV irradiated host 1 was analyzed via EPR
spectroscopy to confirm presence of radical then was again analyzed via solid state IR
spectroscopy. Figure 2.16 (black spectra) shows the IR spectra for host 1 (empty) before
UV irradiation. Three bands at 1426, 1414 and 1356 cm-1 appear in this key 1300-1500
cm-1 region, which is of interest for benzophenone ketyl radicals.

In the parent

benzophenone, the ketyl radical are observed at 1396 cm-1 but could be shifted in the host
1, which is a substituted benzophenone derivative. As seen with infrared studies with
diketone anion radical derivatives, key peak absorptions such as the C=O stretch are known
to shift irregularly between derivatives.76 For example, the C=O stretch for benzophenone
and benzil radical anions are 1590 cm-1 and 1683 cm-1 respectively.76 In comparison, the
IR spectra (in red) after UV-irradiation, does not show any obvious increase or changes in
the bands at 1426, 1414 and 1356 cm-1. Since both spectra are identical despite the EPR
signal for the radical, which is observed after UV-irradiation, we concluded that the amount
of radical or radical anion generated by UV-irradiation is small and does not significantly
impact the IR of host 1. These experiments further highlight the need to quantify the
amount of radical present.

Figure 2.16. IR comparison of solid host 1 (empty) before (black line) and after (red line)
UV irradiation
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2.12.2 UV-vis Analysis of Host 1
Next, we investigated the absorption and emission of host 1 before and after UVirradiation. UV-vis spectroscopy is more sensitive than IR and has been known to detect
sample at concentrations as low as 10-5 M.77 We tested if UV-vis could detect changes
induced in host 1 from the formation of the radical. Freshly evacuated host 1, purified by
one recrystallization cycle, was analyzed via solid state UV-vis spectroscopy (Figure 2.17,
black line). The spectra shows a broad absorption with the typical pi-pi* excitation at λmax
= 301 nm. We see the more intense n-pi* excitation and λmax = 355 nm. Next, the sample
was collected and UV irradiated for 30 min using a Rayonet reactor. UV irradiated host 1
was analyzed via EPR spectroscopy to confirm presence of radical. Next, the sample was
analyzed via solid state UV-vis spectroscopy using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35. After UV
irradiation (Figure 2.17, red line) host 1 displays a nearly identical spectra with the initial
host but generally showed higher signal intensity. The broad pi-pi* excitation absorption
was slightly shifted at λmax = 304 nm. The more intense n-pi* excitation was identical to
that of the before UV-irradiation of the sample at λmax = 355 nm. However, a very weak
absorption in the noise can be seen at λmax = 588 nm. This new absorption is in the range
one would expect for a ketyl radical. Benzophenone ketyl radicals have been reported to
have λmax values at 330 and 545 nm.78 These absorption bands are reported to shift to longer
wavelengths as bulky substituents are attached. This can be seen through comparison ketyl
radical derivatives such as benzophenone, naphthylphenylketnone, 2-benzoylbiphenyl, and
bis(bisphentyl-2-yl)methanone. These analogous possess λmax absorptions relating to ketyl
radical at 545, 585, 585, and 630 nm respectively.78 Host 1 structure or assembly motif
may similarly shift the ketyl radical. The exceedingly small intensity may be in the noise
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level and suggests that the amount of the ketyl radical is very small. Thus more work is
needed to confirm if the weak absorption band at 545 nm is real.

Figure 2.17. UV-vis comparison of solid host 1 (empty) before (black line) and after (red
line) UV irradiation. UV irradiated host 1 shows similar λmax values at 304 and 355 nm but
may display a new band with λmax at 588 nm.

2.12.3 Emission Analysis of Host 1
Emission spectroscopy has previously been applied in the analysis of
benzophenone

ketyl

radicals

and

ketyl

radical

derivatives.

Benzophenone,

naphthylphenylketone, 2-benzoylbiphenyl, and bis(bisphentyl-2-yl)methanone ketyl
radicals display emissions at 345, 450, 389, and 462 nm respectively using an excitation
wavelength of 355 nm.78,79 Similar to UV-vis spectroscopy, emission wavelengths tend to
shift to longer wavelength in solution when bulky groups are appended on the ketyl radical.
Emission spectroscopy was performed on host 1 to test if host 1 shows a similar
lengthening of emission value in the solid state. Freshly evacuated host 1, purified by one
recrystallization cycle, was analyzed via solid state emission spectroscopy with an
excitation wavelength of λex=355.

Figure 2.18 shows the normalized emission spectra

from 375 to 525 nm with a lambda max of λmax = 463 nm. The sample was then collected
and UV irradiated for 30 mins as previously described using a Rayonet reactor. UV
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irradiated host 1 was analyzed via EPR spectroscopy to confirm presence of radical. Next,
solid state emission spectroscopy was obtained with an excitation wavelength of λ ex=355
(Figure 2.18, red line). We observed a similar broad peak with a slight shift of the lambda
max λmax = 462 nm.
UV-vis and emission data was used to calculate host 1 Stokes shift (νss) value, which
is characterized by the difference between band maxima of absorption and emission.78
Calculation of νss for host 1 could provide insight into radical lifetime. Benzophenone ketyl
radical and its derivatives show that in an increase of radical lifetime can be observed with
a decrease of Stokes shift value.80-82 As demonstrated in section 2.8 via EPR dark decay
experiments, the host 1 radical has been shown to persist for up to eight days after initial
UV irradiation. A low νss value would support the unusually long lifetime observed for
host 1 radical and would suggest that this radical is a ketyl radical derivative.

Figure 2.18. Emission spectra comparison of solid host 1 (empty) before (black line) and
after (red line) UV irradiation. Scan range was 375 to 525 nm using λex=355 nm as the
excitation wavelength
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The value of λmax = 462 nm was used to determine νss. Using the tentative λmax =
588 nm from UV-vis analysis, the Stokes shift value for host 1 was estimated to be νss/103
= 1.16 cm-1. This value is slightly less than the shift of νss = 1.18 for the benzophenone
ketyl radical (1H•). Host 1 Stokes shift value is significantly less than that of 4benzoylbiphenyl (2H•) and bis(biphenyl4-yl)methanone (3H•) ketyl radicals that are νss =
1.82 and νss = 1.56 respectively as seen in Table 2.3.74 As expected, the νss calculated for
host 1 was low which supports the long lifetime observed for the radical. Additionally,
ketyl radical excited states have also been shown to have longer lifetimes if they belong to
a structure that prevents the conformational change between ground state (D0) and ketyl
radical state (D1).80-82 Despite the νss value being similar between benzophenone and host
1, the significantly longer lifetime for host 1 radical could potentially be attributed to its
structure preventing conformational change between the D0 and D1 state.
Table 2.2. Stokes shift (νss) for benzophenone, 4-benzoylbiphenyl, bis(biphenyl4yl)methanone, and host 1 ketyl radicals.

2.13. Computational Comparison of Benzophenone and Host 1
Since the observed radical was a result of UV irradiated assembled host 1,
computational analysis was applied to analyze the stability of a possible host 1
benzophenone ketyl radical. Previously, benzophenone radicals have been reported in the
literature through radical trapping with nitroxides,43,44 through H-abstraction,45 and at low
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temperature.46,48 Benzophenone, upon UV irradiation, is excited to a short lived singlet
state that rapidly undergoes intersystem crossing to a triplet excited state. If there is a
suitable proton in close proximity, benzophenone in the triplet exited state will abstract a
hydrogen atom resulting in a benzophenone ketyl radical that is in the doublet excited state.
While benzophenone radicals are well understood, they generally cannot be examined at
room temperature due to their high reactivity and extremely short lifetime. So what factors
are contributing to the stability of host 1 radical? Geer suggests that inclusion of
benzophenone within columnar assembled host 1 stabilizes the benzophenone radical
allowing it to be observed at room temperature after UV irradiation. Does inclusion of
benzophenone within a single macrocycle unit, as seen in host 1’s structure, make higher
excitation states and benzophenone ketyl radicals more energetically favorable? We used
Spartan (reference) to calculate and compare the energies for ground singlet, singlet
excited, triplet excited, and doublet excited (H-abstraction radical) states as outlined in
Figure 2.19. Benzophenone, benzophenone ketyl radical, host 1 and host 1 ketyl radical
were drawn in Spartan and energetically minimized. These are outlined in Figure 2.19.
Next density functional theory studies were performed on each of these structures with
Spartan using B3LYP 6-31G* calculations under vacuum with the corresponding
multiplicity and energetic states on molecules in their lowest energy conformations. Energy
values for the highest occupied molecular orbital (E-HOMO) were generated by each
calculation. These calculations can be easily be performed and can provide reliable
information to the stability of each of these energetic states. Next, the E-HOMO values
for host 1 and benzophenone were compared. By understanding the differences in energy
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between these two systems at different excited states, we hoped to gain insight on why the
host 1 radical is so unusually stable at room temperature.

Figure 2.19. (a) Schematic representation of benzophenone radical generation with the
corresponding excited states and (b) the energetic states computationally compared
between benzophenone and host 1.

Phillips et al. previously used B3LYP/6-311G** DFT calculations to
computationally predict Raman shifts for the benzophenone ketyl radical. Included with
Raman prediction, energy calculations were performed for ground and triplet state
benzophenone and the benzophenone ketyl radical.83 No E-HOMO data was reported by
Phillips so our calculations were compared using the total energy data (a.u.) to test the
validity of our calculations. As seen in table 2.3, literature values for benzophenone ground
singlet state, excited state, and benzophenone ketyl radical are -576.77678, -576.67183,
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and -577.34571 a.u. respectively.83 These values are very close to our calculated energies
for benzophenone ground singlet state, excited state, and benzophenone ketyl radical which
are -576.63030, -576.48293, and -577.04081 a.u. respectively. Our calculations seem
reasonable given the small difference in energy between our data and the literature data
reported by Phillips.
Energy comparisons between benzophenone and host 1 are based off of the EHOMO energy (kcal/mol) and are represented in Table 2.1. The ground singlet state and
singlet excited state for benzophenone and host 1 was -149.89 kcal/mol and -147.17
kcal/mol respectively. No energy difference was observed between the ground singlet state
and singlet excited state for both systems. This could be a result of the extremely short
lifetime of the singlet excited state because it quickly undergoes intersystem crossing to
the more stable triplet excited state. This also indicates that B3LYP 6-31G* calculations
may not be sufficient for detecting these energy differences.
For both benzophenone and host 1, calculations were reported as E-HOMO energy
and are graphically represented in figure 2.20a and 2.20b respectively. Calculations
indicate that the triplet excited state was the highest energy state for both systems.
Benzophenone in the triplet excited state was calculated at -82.56 kcal/mol. Host 1 in the
triplet excited state -62.49 kcal/mol. The difference between the lowest energetic state
(ground singlet state) and the highest energetic state (triplet excited state) was 67.3373
kcal/mol for benzophenone and 84.6319 kcal/mol for host 1. Ketyl radical, which is
represented as the doublet excited state, was -111.613 kcal/mol for benzophenone and 137.21 kcal/mol for host 1 ketyl. Calculations indicate that host 1 ketyl radical is 25.60
kcal/mol lower in energy than benzophenone ketyl radical. The triplet excited state was
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calculated to be 29.06 kcal/mol and 74.72 kcal/mol higher in energy than the doublet
excited state for benzophenone and host 1 respectively. Our calculations indicate that the
doublet excited state for host 1 is lower in energy. This suggests that host 1 ketyl radicals
are more stable than the corresponding benzophenone ketyl radicals. This could be one of
the factors contributing to unusual stability of the radical observed for upon UV irradiated
host 1.

Table 2.3. Energetics of ground singlet, singlet excited, triplet excited, and doublet excited
states using B3-LYP 6-31 G* calculations for a.) benzophenone and b.) host 1

Figure 2.20. Energetics of ground singlet, singlet excited, triplet excited, and doublet
excited states for a.) benzophenone and b.) host 1

2.15. Host 1 analysis by magnetic measurements.
One method to characterize the amount of radical present in a solid state sample is
by magnetic measurements using superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
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analysis. SQUID analysis has previously been applied by Ahn to determine free radical
concentration in the polyimide polymer PMR-15.84 This polymer has been shown to
display stable room temperature radical character after exposure to temperatures above 573
K.85 The EPR spectra shows a single broad uncoupled signal at g = 2.0039. Magnetic
susceptibility (Χ) I of PMR-15 polymer was measured via SQUID analysis between the
temperatures 2-320 K upon heating at 1 T magnetic field.86 Magnetic susceptibility is
temperature dependent meaning that it can be characterized by Curie-Weiss parameters in
order to distinguish paramagnetic and diamagnetic effects allowing for the derivation of
free-radical concentration.87,88 At low temperatures, magnetic susceptibility (Χ) follows the
Curie-Weiss law demonstrated by the equation Χ = {P/(T+ Θ)} + Χ0 with P =
Ng2μB2S(S+1)/3kB.89 Using the second equation, Ahn determined the free-radical
concentration (N) to be 6.3 x 1018 radicals per gram of PMR-15.84
In addition to probing the paramagnetic properties of host 1, SQUID analysis could
be used to determine the radical concentration of host 1. The sample was prepared by
placing host 1 crystals into a sample container made from a drinking straw as schematically
represented by Figure 2.21a. It is important to note that DMSO (solvent of recrystallization)
was chosen as a guest for magnetic analysis because it forms the most ordered complex
with host 1. Ambient light exposed host 1•DMSO (10 mg) complex was placed into a
sample container just described and was analyzed via SQUID upon heating. Ambient light
exposed host 1•DMSO showed no paramagnetic character (Figure 2.21b). Next, host
1•DMSO crystals were removed from the sample container and UV irradiated at 355 nm
for 30 min via Rayonet reactor. Host 1•DMSO radical was verified by EPR then sample
was again prepared as represented by Figure 2.21a. UV irradiated host 1•DMSO complex
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was then analyzed via SQUID upon heating (Figure 2.21c). No magnetic character
correlating to host 1 was observed despite the radical being detected by EPR suggesting
that the amount of radical in host 1 is very low. However, the appearance of a slight bump
between the temperatures of 50 – 150 K was observed, which correlates to molecular
oxygen. Molecular oxygen in the sample can produce additional magnetic susceptibility
variations due to paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic oxygen transitions at 57 K.90 This
experiment highlights the importance of removing oxygen from the sample prior to
analysis. UV irradiated Host 1 (empty) (10 mg) was also prepared as described and
analyzed via SQUID upon heating (Figure 2.21d) to probe the effect of DMSO inclusion
on magnetic character. No magnetic character was observed for host 1 (empty).

Figure 2.21. (a) Schematic representation of sample preparation and magnetic data from
SQUID analysis for (b) ambient light exposed host 1 •DMSO complex, (c) UV irradiated
host 1 •DMSO complex, (d) and UV irradiated host 1 (empty) complex
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Surprisingly, all of our SQUID experiments showed extremely weak diamagnetic
character, which suggests that the percentage of free radical in our host 1 complex is quite
low, despite the presence of radical being verified by EPR analysis. Although the SQUID
has high sensitivity, the instrument is unable to detect magnetic fields smaller than the flux
noise produced by the magnetometer.91 The lack of paramagnetic character observed for
both host 1•DMSO and host 1 (empty) suggests that the amount of radical produced by our
30 min UV-irradiation is low or it is quenched by the molecular oxygen, or the strength of
the possible magnetic field for host 1 is weaker than the flux noise produced by the SQUID.
Other methods of UV irradiation will be explored in an effort to increase radical
concentration. Additionally, prepared samples will either be pulled under vacuum or
prepared in an oxygen free environment prior to SQUID analysis to remove molecular
oxygen. Alternative approaches using nano-SQUID analysis, which are known to have
higher sensitivity and lower flux noise levels, are briefly discussed in Section 2.13.
2.16 Future Experiments
Additional EPR analysis could help to further elucidate the radical present in host
1 after UV-irradiation. The slight broadening of signal (Figure 2.15, page 71) was upon
decreasing temperature to 20 ºC. Thus, EPR analysis at lower temperatures may show
further broadening and perhaps hyperfine coupling may be observed. In particular, we will
examine the EPR spectra at -55, -140, and -270 °C. As mentioned in section 2.10, changes
in coupling have been previously observed in variable temperature EPR experiments.
Chestnut and Phillips use variable temperature EPR analysis to study the temperaturedependent exchange interactions observed for crystalline (φ3PCH3)+(TCNQ)2- and
(φ3AsCH3)+(TCNQ)2- salts.69 At lower temperature EPR analysis, coupling that was not
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observable at room temperature was seen resulting in valuable information that led to
characterization of the radical.
We carried out preliminary work to examine the scope and utility of host 1 to
facilitate selective oxidations of guests containing allylic and benzylic sites. The first guest
examined was 1-methylcyclohexene, which has been previously been oxidized via singlet
oxygen and peroxide reduction in moderate to good yields with relatively unselective
product distribution (Figure 2.22).92,93 First, we examined the loading of 1methylcylohexene in host 1 and then tested if the confined nanochamber assisted in the
selective oxidation.

Figure 2.22. Comparison of product distribution of 1-methylcyclohexene oxidation via
photooxygentation and OCl-/H2O2

Freshly evacuated host 1 crystals (5 mg) were soaked in pure 1-methylcyclohexene
(.5 mL) for 6 hours. Crystals were collected via Millipore vacuum filtration and left to dry
on the apparatus for 5 min to remove excess 1-methylcyclohexene. Host: guest ratio was
determined via TGA analysis to be 2:1 (Figure 2.23). This loading ratio was an average of
two loading experiments. Loaded crystals were UV irradiated for 6 hours as previously
described. Product was extracted from host 1 nanochamber with δ –chloroform and
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analyzed via GC-FID. GC-FID integration suggests moderate conversion and mass spec
shows a product with a mass of 100 amu but the products were not isolated or further
characterized. Future plans include repeating this on a larger scale and isolating and fully
characterizing the oxidation products.

Figure 2.23. Desorption of 1-methylcyclohexene from host 1 nanochamber via TGA. Host:
guest ratio was determined to be 2:1.
Polymerization of isoprene within host 1 nanochamber will also be investigated and
optimized. Preliminary polymerization attempts were performed as represented by Figure
2.24. Freshly evacuated host 1 crystals (15 mg) were vapor loaded under vacuum with
isoprene degassed by three freeze pump thaw cycles for 48 hours. Loaded crystals were
UV irradiated at 355 nm as previously described with a Rayonet reactor for 16h. Polymer
was then extracted with chloroform (1 mL) and crashed out of solution as a white solid
using cold methanol (10 mL). Unfortunately, not enough isoprene was prepared to be
characterized by gel permeation chromatography (GPC). This polymerization will be
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optimized by using different loading apparatuses, longer loading times, and scaling up the
reaction.

Figure 2.24. Desorption of 1-methylcyclohexene from host 1 nanochamber via TGA. Host:
guest ratio was determined to be 2:1.

Preliminary SQUID magnetic studies revealed that host 1 after 30 min of UV
irradiation did not form significant percentage of radical and no magnetic properties were
observed but oxygen was a problem in the measurement. We will investigate other methods
for preparing the samples under Ar(g). As mentioned previously, molecular oxygen can
produce magnetic susceptibility variations due to paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic
oxygen transitions.90 As the paramagnetic character is likely weaker than the flux noise
produced by the SQUID, future SQUID experiments could be performed using a nanoSQUID. These devices have been shown to have an extremely low flux noise of 50nΦ0Hz1/2

and a spin sensitivity of down to 0.38 μBHz-1/2 at 1 T.94-97 The lower noise level and

higher sensitivity of nano-SQUIDs may be sensitive enough to detect magnetic properties
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for UV irradiated host 1. In addition to using a more sensitive SQUID instrument,
alternative methods of irradiation will be investigated to increase radical concentration of
host 1. This could potentially allow for analysis of magnetic properties without the use of
a nano-SQUID device.
Attempts at characterizing will also be performed by reduction and isolation of host
1 radical followed by analysis via single crystal diffraction. Benzophenone ketyl radicals
have previously been isolated using alkali-metals and metals such as Sm3+, Ca2+, and Na+
with the assistance of solvent molecules to stabilize the metal centers.98-100 Solvent free
isolation and characterization of benzophenone ketyl radicals has also been achieved
through one electron reduction using potassium followed by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction analysis.48 Since host 1 radical is likely benzophenone centered, it may be
amenable to characterization by similar strategies.

2.17 Conclusion
This chapter outlined our investigation into the mechanism of the unusual and
selective photooxidation observed by Geer for host 1•2-methyl-2-butene upon UVirradiation under an oxygen atmosphere. We focused on trying to understand the properties
of the host and specifically the radical observed upon UV-irradiation of host 1 and its 15N
labeled analogue to probe the structure and origin through EPR analysis, IR, UV-vis,
fluorescence, and computational analysis. EPR analysis of assembled host 1 revealed that
the unusually stable room temperature radical was only generated upon UV irradiation.
EPR spectra of host 1 (empty), purified by three recrystallization cycles from host DMSO,
showed a single broad uncoupled signal at g = 2.0060 +/- 0.0001. Host 1•DMSO crystals
were also analyzed via EPR before and after UV irradiation to understand the relationship
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between guest inclusion and radical. Similar to host 1 (empty), EPR analysis host 1•DMSO
showed no signal from ambient light exposure but 30 min UV exposure generated a single
uncoupled signal at g = 2.0060. This result, further supports that guest inclusion does not
affect host 1 radical character. X-ray analysis of host 1 before and after UV irradiation was
performed to see if any structural changes could be observed that would indicate the
structure of the radical. Unfortunately, no changes were observed but X-ray crystal analysis
of host 1•DMSO single crystals showed that DMSO guests are extremely ordered within
the host nanochamber with 90% of DMSO molecules facing in the same direction. The
lifetime of host 1 radical was also probed through dark decay EPR experiments. Host
1•DMSO radical persists for eight days after initial UV irradiation. EPR analysis of
unassembled host 1 (in solution) and randomly assembled host 1 lacked significant radical
character upon UV irradiation further indicating that assembly is related to radical stability.
As the urea nitrogen or the benzophenone moiety in host 1’s structure were
potential sites for the radical center, we synthesized the

15

N analogue and investigated it

by variable temperature EPR at 100, 50 and 20 °C. The EPR spectra of host 1 and

15

N

labeled analogue at room temperature, 50º C, and 100º C were nearly identical, indicating
the urea nitrogen is not the radical center. IR, UV-vis, and fluorescence spectroscopy was
performed on host 1 (empty) before and after UV irradiation in an attempt to characterize
the observed radical. The UV-vis analysis of host 1 after UV irradiation revealed a weak
new absorption with λmax = 588 nm. More work is needed to determine if this band can be
correlated to a host 1 ketyl radical. Using the emission value at λmax = 462nm for host 1
after UV irradiation, the Stokes shift value for host 1 was estimated to be νss/103 = 1.16 cm1

. This lower νss value could explain why host 1 radical has such an usually long lifetime
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after UV irradiation. To investigate the benzophenone ketyl radical in host 1 further, we
turned to computational studies using (what method add info). The computations suggest
that the host 1 ketyl radical is significantly lower in energy (25.60 kcal/mol) than the
benzophenone ketyl radical. This data suggests that inclusion of benzophenone with host
1 macrocycle structure makes the ketyl radical more thermodynamically accessible. In
summary, preliminary evidence suggest that host 1 radical is likely a benzophenone ketyl
radical derivative.

2.18 Experimental
2.18.1 Materials and Methods
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, VWR, or TCI Inc. and were used
without further purification. 1H-NMR and

13

C-NMR spectroscopy was performed on

Varian Mercury/VX 300 NMR spectrometers. UV-irradiation was carried out in a Rayonet
RPR-200 reactor equipped with RPR-3500 lamps. X-ray powder diffraction data was
obtained using a Rigaku Dmax- 2 100 & 2200 powder X-ray diffractometers using BraggBrentano geometry with CuKα radiation with step scans of 0.05 over range 2-40 º 2Θ.
Thermometric analysis (TGA) was carried out using TA instruments SDT-Q600
simultaneous DTA/TGA at a rate of 4º/min from 25-180ºC with 5 min isotherms before
and after temperature increase. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was
performed using a Bruker EMX plus equipped with a Bruker X-band microwave
bridgehead and Xenon software (v 1.1b.66). All variable temperature EPR analysis were
performed at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in collaboration with the Dr.
Forbes group on a JEOL USA Inc. JES-RE1X X-band EPR spectrometer equipped with a
wide bandwidth preamplifier and a low-noise GaAsFET microwave amplifier. All IR
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analysis was performed using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 IR Spectrometer. All UV-vis
analysis was performed using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-vis spectrometer with UV
Winlab software. All Fluorescence analysis was performed using a Perkin Elmer LS 55
fluorescence spectrometer with FL Winlab software.
2.16.3 Synthesis of host 1:
Synthesis of 4,4’-bis (bromomethyl) benzophenone
4,4’-Benzophenone (5.00 g, 23.28 mmol) was reacted with N-bromo succinimide (8.919 g,
50.11 mmol) and azobisisobutyronitrile (0.039 g, .2372 mmol) in carbon tetrachloride (80
mL) at reflux for 18 h. The reaction was cooled to room temperature and solvent was
removed under vacuum. Product was isolated via flash silica gel column chromatography
(1:9 ethyl acetate: hexanes) to yield a white solid (7.527 g, 85%). 1H-NMR: (300 MHz;
CDCl3) δ=7.78 (4H, d, J=8.1), 7.51(4H, d, J=8.4), 4.54 (4H, s);

13

C-NMR: (75 MHz,

CDCl3) δ= 195.46, 142.52, 137.45, 130.75, 129.25, 32.43.

Figure 2.25. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) of 4,4’-bis (bromomethyl) benzophenone
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Figure 2.26. 13C-NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) of 4,4’-bis (bromomethyl) benzophenone

Synthesis of triazinanone protected bis-urea benzophenone macrocycle
All glassware and the stir bars were oven dried prior to use. Triazinanone (0.8547 g, 5.43
mmol) and NaH (60 % suspension in mineral oil, 0.8600 g, 21.72 mmol) were refluxed in
dry THF (400 mL) under N2 atmosphere for 2 h. The suspension was cooled to room
temperature and a solution of 4,4’-bis(bromomethyl)benzophenone (2.000 g, 5.43 mmol)
in dry THF (100 mL) was added all at once. The reaction was heated back to reflux for 48
h. Upon completion, the reaction was cooled to room temperature and the excess NaH was
neutralized with 1N HCl (10 mL). The solution was then diluted with water (100 mL).
Solvent was removed under vacuum until an aqueous suspension remained. Crude product
was extracted with methylene chloride (3 x 100 mL). Combined organic layers were
washed with brine (150 mL) and dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. Product was purified via
flash silica gel column chromatography (1:19 methanol: ethyl acetate) to yield a white solid
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(0.140 g, 3.5%). 1H-NMR: (300 MHz; CDCl3) δ=7.81 (8H, d, J=8.4), 7.45 (8H, d, J=8.1),
4.36 (8H, s), 1.10 (18H, s);

13

C-NMR: (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 196.02, 155.69, 143.52,

136.62, 131.00, 127.35, 62.99, 54.35, 49.24, 28.45.

Figure 2.27. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) of host 1a

Deprotection of triazinanone protected benzophenone macrocycle
Triazinanone protected bis-urea benzophenone macrocycle (0.200 g, 0.275 mmol) was
heated to reflux in 1:1 20% diethanol amine (pH 2 with conc. HCl)/ water: methanol
solution (140 mL) for 48 h. Product precipitated out of solution as a white powder. Product
was collected via vacuum filtration. The product was washed with 1N HCl (20 mL) and
distilled water (3 x 100 mL) when dried under vacuum (0.135 g, 92%). 1H-NMR: (300
MHz; (CD3)2SO) δ=7.73 (8H, d, J=8.1), 7.41 (8H, d, J=8.1), 6.81 (4H, t, J=6.0), 4.36 (8H,
d, J=5.4)

13

C-NMR: (75 MHz, (CD3)2SO) δ= 196.02, 155.69, 143.52, 136.62, 131.00,

127.35, 62.99, 54.35, 49.24, 28.45.
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Figure 2.28. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, δ6-DMSO) of 15N labeled host 1.
2.16.2 Synthesis of 15N labeled host 1:

Scheme 2.3. Synthesis of 15N labeled bis-urea benzophenone macrocycle (host 1).
Reagents and Conditions: 4,4-dimethylbenzophenone was brominated using Nbromosuccimide (NBS) and 2,2’-azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) in CCl4 to produce 4,4’bis(bromomethyl)benzophenone. The dibromide was then reacted with 15N labeled
triazinanone and NaH in dry THF at reflux to yield protected macrocycle. The protected
macrocycle was deptrotected in acidified diethanol amine/methanol mixture resulting in
the 15N labeled bis-urea benzophenone macrocycle (15N host 1).
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2.16.3 Synthesis of 15N labeled triazinanone protected host 1:
15

N labeled triazinanone (0.183 g, 1.15 mmol) and NaH (0.182 g, 4.59 mmol) were

heated to reflux in freshly distilled dry THF (200 mL) for 2 h. The solution was then cooled
to room temperature and 4,4’ bis(bromomethyl)benzophenone (0.423 g, 1.15 mmol)
dissolved in dry THF (100 mL) was added all at once. The reaction mixture was brought
back to reflux for 48 h. Upon completion, the reaction was quenched with 1N HCl (5 mL)
and H2O (100 mL) and reduced in vacuo down to an aqueous mixture. The mixture was
extracted with methylene chloride (3 x 100 mL). Combined organic layers were washed
with brine and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. Crude reaction mixture was purified by flash
silica gel chromatography using methanol: ethyl acetate (1:9) yielding pure product as a
white solid (0.075 g, 17.94%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.75 (d, J = 8.1, 8H), 7.38
(d, J = 8.1, 4H), 4.30 (s, 8H), 1.06 (s, 18H).

C-NMR: (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 196.02,

13

155.69, 143.52, 136.62, 131.00, 127.35, 62.99, 54.35, 49.24, 28.45.

Figure 2.29. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, δ6-DMSO) of 15N labeled host 1a
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2.16.4 Deprotection of 15N labeled triazinanone protected host 1
15

N labeled triazinanone protected host 1 (0.075 g, .103 mmol) was heated to reflux in 1:1

20% [NH(CH2CH2OH)2/H2O] pH ~ 2 with Conc. HCl : MeOH (54 mL) for 48 h. The
reaction was cooled to room temperature and the white precipitate was collected via
vacuum filtration and washed with 20 mL 1N HCl, 20 mL of H2O, and 20 mL of methylene
chloride. The filtrate was dried in vacuo yielding pure product in the form of a white
powder (0.050 g, 0.093 mmol, 92%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 7.75 (d, J=8.0,
8H), 7.43 (d, J=7.9, 8H), 6.82 (d, J= 90.6, 4H), 4.384 (d, J= 5.5, 8H) 13C-NMR (75 MHz,
DMSO-d6) δ 195.36, 158.62, 158.42, 147.21, 135.74, 130.38, 126.70.

Figure 2.30. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, δ6-DMSO) of 15N labeled host 1.
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Figure 2.31. 13C-NMR (75 MHz, δ6-DMSO) of 15N labeled host 1.
2.16.5. EPR studies
EPR experiments were performed using 5-10 mg of empty, randomly assembled, DMSO
filled, or

15

N labeled host 1. EPR analysis was performed using a Bruker EMX plus

equipped with a Bruker premium X X-band microwave bridgehead and Xenon software
version 1.1b.66. at USC.
Solution experiments: Freshly recrystallized host 1 crystals (1 mg) were dissolved in
DMSO (1 mL) by heating with a heat gun. Solution was transferred into an EPR tube and
purged with argon gas (99.99% purity) for 5 min and the EPR was recorded. Sample was
then irradiated in a Rayonet UV reactor equipped with 3500 Å bulbs for 30 min and the
EPR was again recorded.
DMSO loaded experiments: Host 1•DMSO crystals (5-10 mg), purified via 3x
recrystallization cycles, were collected via Millipore vacuum filtration. Sample was then
washed with CH2Cl2 (25 mL) and left to pull on the vacuum filtration apparatus for 30 min.
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Crystals were then loaded into an EPR tube, then purged with Argon for 5 min, and the
EPR spectra was recorded. Sample was then transferred to the Rayonet UV reactor and
irradiated for 30 min and the EPR spectra were again recorded.
EPR experiments on the precipitate: Host 1 precipitate collected directly from the
deprotection step was collected via Millipore vacuum filtration and washed with H2O (25
mL) and CH2Cl2 (25 mL). Sample was left to dry on the vacuum filtration apparatus for 30
min, and then the purity was verified via 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Sample was then
submitted for PXRD analysis. The precipitated host 1 (5 mg) was loaded into an EPR
sample tube and purged with argon for 5 min then EPR spectra was recorded. Sample was
then transferred to the Rayonet UV reactor and irradiated for 30 min and the EPR spectra
was again recorded.
15N

labeled experiments: Freshly evacuated 15N labeled Host 1 crystals (5 mg), purified

via 1x recrystallization cycle, were loaded into an EPR tube. Sample was then purged with
Argon for 5 min and the EPR spectra were recorded. Sample was then transferred to the
Rayonet UV reactor and irradiated for 30 min and the EPR spectra were recorded.
Dark decay experiments: Host 1•DMSO crystals (5 mg), purified via 1x recrystallization
cycle, were collected, washed, and pulled on a Millipore vacuum filtration apparatus as
previously described. Sample was then purged with argon for 5 min then transferred to the
Rayonet UV reactor and irradiated for 30 min followed by recording of the EPR spectra.
Sample was then wrapped in aluminum foil and stored in the dark. Every 24 hours, sample
was loaded into the sample holder in the dark and any exposed parts of the EPR tube was
wrapped in foil. EPR spectra were recorded then in the dark, sample was once again
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wrapped in foil and stored in the dark. This process was repeated until the EPR signal was
completely quenched.
Variable temperature studies: Evacuated host 1 crystals (5 mg), purified via 3x
recrystallization cycles, and evacuated

15

N labeled host 1 crystals (5 mg) were UV

irradiated for 30 min. EPR spectra was recorded at 20, 50, and 100ºC. All variable
temperature EPR analysis were performed at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill in collaboration with the Dr. Forbes group on a JEOL USA Inc. JES-RE1X X-band
EPR spectrometer equipped with a wide bandwidth preamplifier and a low-noise GaAsFET
microwave amplifier.
2.16.16 Superconducting Quantum Interference Device Analysis:
Host 1•DMSO, host 1 empty, host 1•DMSO (30 min UV), and host 1 empty (30 min UV)
(5 mg of each) were analyzed for magnetic properties using a Quantum Design MDMS 3
SQUID. Each sample was purified via one recrystallization cycle. Samples were analyzed
upon heating from 2K up to room temperature.
2.16.17. Powder X-ray diffraction studies
Empty host 1 crystals, host 1•DMSO crystals, and host 1 precipitate (~30 mg) were ground
to a powder and examined by PXRD. Diffraction data was collected on a Rigaku DMAX2100 and DMAX-2200 powder X-ray diffractometers using CuKα radiation. The stepscans were collected at +0.05° steps at angular range 2-40 °2θ at ambient conditions.
2.16.18. IR spectroscopy studies
IR spectroscopy was performed on freshly evacuated host 1 crystals purified by one
recrystallization cycle both before and after 30 min UV irradiation. Irradiation was
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performed as previously described using a Rayonet reactor. All IR analysis was performed
using a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 IR Spectrometer.
2.16.19. UV-vis studies
UV-vis spectroscopy was performed on freshly evacuated host 1 (10 mg) crystals purified
by one recrystallization cycle both before and after 30 min UV irradiation. Sample was
analyzed using a 4 mm quartz well with a quartz cover plate. All UV-vis analysis was
performed using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-vis spectrometer with UV Winlab
software.
2.16.19. Fluorescence studies
Fluorescence spectroscopy was performed on freshly evacuated host 1 (10 mg) crystals
purified by one recrystallization cycle both before and after 30 min UV irradiation. Sample
was analyzed using a 4 mm quartz well with a quartz cover plate. Solid-state fluorescence
analysis was performed using a Perkin Elmer LS 55 fluorescence spectrometer with FL
Winlab software with integrating sphere. Sample was analyzed over 375 – 525 nm range
using an excitation wavelength of λex = 355 nm.
2.16.20. X-ray crystal structure determination
Bis-urea benzophenone macrocycle (host 1•DMSO) C32H28N4O4, C2H6OS
Monoclinic:
145 X-ray intensity data from a colorless block-like crystal were collected at 100(2) K
using a Bruker SMART APEX diffractometer (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å).15 The
raw area detector data frames were reduced with the SAINT+ program. Final unit cell
parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of 83073 reflections from the data
set. Direct methods structure solution, difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-
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squares refinement against F 2 were performed with SHELXS/L16. The compound
crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/n as determined by the pattern of systematic
absences in the intensity data. The asymmetric unit consists of half of one molecule, which
is located on a crystallographic inversion center. Nonhydrogen atoms were refined with
anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms were placed in geometrically
idealized positions and included as riding atoms
2.16.21. Crystal data structure and refinement [C32H28N4O4, C2H6OS]
Identification code

akbpmc_uv_0m

Empirical Formula

C32H28N4O4, C2H6OS

Temperature (K)

100 (2)

Formula Weight

532.60, 78.13

Space group

P 21

a/Å

9.4285 (7)

b/Å

23.0859 (15)

c/Å

13.2392 (9)

Volume/Å

2879.76

Z, Z’

4,0

Density (calculated)

1.322 Mg/m3

Absorption coefficient

0.090

F(000)

1288.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.44 x 0.08 x 0.06

Theta range for data collection

4.322 to 55.146

Index ranges

12 ≤ h ≤ 12, -30 ≤ k ≤ 30, -17 ≤ l ≤ 17

102

Reflections collected

83073

Independent reflections

13329 [Rint = 0.0339, Rsigma = 0.0240]

Completeness to theta

100.0%

Absorption correction

None

Refinement method

Full matrix least-squares on F2

Data / restraints / parameters

13329/13/856

Goodness-of-fit on F2

1.065

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]

R1 = 0.0350, wR2 = 0.0864

R indexes (all data)

R1 = 0.0420, wR2 = 0.0910

Largest diff. peak and hole

0.26/-0.42
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